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More and more companies are interested in implementing knowledge management. However, the 
majority of knowledge management initiatives will fail to have any significant impact. In this study, 
theories regarding knowledge management implementation and adoption are investigated further. 
 
The objective of this study is to deepen understanding regarding the critical factors that contribute to 
successful knowledge management adoption in large multinational companies. The study is 
formulated around the following four research questions: 
 
1.   What are the key success and failure factors in knowledge management implementation? 
2. How can knowledge management adoption be improved at the individual, group and 
organizational levels of the company? 
3.   What are the critical factors that hinder knowledge management adoption in the case company? 
4.  How can the case company promote the adoption of knowledge management among company 
personnel? 
 
The methodology used in this study is a combination of a literature review and an explanatory, 
exploratory, qualitative single-case study. The literature review answers the first and second research 
questions. Based on the literature review, a framework is presented to illustrate the factors 
contributing to the success of knowledge management implementation. The framework also links 
together knowledge management implementation and adoption. The third research question is 
answered by revealing the relevant findings from 21 expert interviews and 2 online questionnaires 
with 42 respondents in total. By comparing and contrasting the results of the literature review with 
the findings of the empirical case study, the fourth research question is answered. 
 
The concrete outcomes of this study are a framework to elucidate the factors contributing to the 
success of knowledge management implementation, a case study highlighting the issues that hinder 
knowledge management adoption within the case company, and recommendations for the case 
company. 
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Yhä useammat yritykset ovat kiinnostuneita tietojohtamisen implementoinnista. Siitä huolimatta, 
suuri osa käynnistetyistä tietojohtamisen initiatiiveista epäonnistuu aikaansaamaan merkittäviä 
muutoksia. Tämä tutkimus keskittyy teorioihin tietojohtamisen implementoinnista ja omaksumisesta. 
 
Tutkimuksen tavoitteena on syventää ymmärrystä, mitkä ovat ne kriittiset tekijät, jotka vaikuttavat 
menestyksekkääseen tietojohtamisen implementointiin ja omaksumiseen suurissa, kansainvälisissä 
yrityksissä. Tutkimus on rakennettu seuraavien neljän tutkimuskysymyksen ympärille: 
 
1. Mitkä ovat merkittävimmät menestymis- ja epäonnistumistekijät tietojohtamisen    
implementoinnissa? 
2. Miten tietojohtamisen omaksumista voidaan parantaa yrityksen yksilö-, ryhmä-, ja 
organisaatiotasoilla? 
3. Mitkä ovat ne kriittiset tekijät, jotka heikentävät tietojohtamisen omaksuttavuutta case-yrityksessä? 
4. Miten case-yritys voi parantaa tietojohtamisen omaksuttavuutta yrityksen työntekijöiden 
keskuudessa?   
 
Tutkimuksen metodologia on yhdistelmä kirjallisuuskatsausta ja selittävää, eksploratiivista, 
kvalitatiivista yhden tapauksen tapaustutkimusta. Kirjallisuuskatsaus vastaa ensimmäiseen ja toiseen 
tutkimuskysymykseen. Kirjallisuuskatsauksen pohjalta rakennetaan viitekehys, joka kuvaa yleisellä 
tasolla menestyksekkääseen tietojohtamisen implementointiin vaikuttavia tekijöitä ja linkittää yhteen 
tietojohtamisen implementoinnin ja omaksumisen. Kolmanteen tutkimuskysymykseen vastataan 
niihin löydöksiin tukeutuen, jotka muotoiltiin 21 asiantuntijahaastattelun ja kahden online-kyselyn 
keräämän 42 vastaajan näkemyksien perusteella. Vertailemalla kirjallisuuskatsauksen ja empiirisen 
tapaustutkimuksen löydöksiä vastataan neljänteen tutkimuskysymykseen. 
 
Tutkimuksen konkreettisia tuloksia ovat siis viitekehitys, jota voi käyttää tietojohtamisen 
implementointiin vaikuttavien tekijöiden ymmärtämiseen; tapaustutkimus, joka paljastaa 
tietojohtamisen omaksuttavuutta heikentävät tekijät case-yrityksessä; ja suositukset case-yritykselle 
tietojohtamisen omaksuttavuuden parantamiseksi. 
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1 Introduction 

In this chapter, background of the study is described, objectives, research problem, 

research questions and limitations of the study are established and key concepts 

and terms are defined. At the end of the chapter, structure of the study is discussed. 

1.1 Background 

“How well an individual, an organization, an industry, a country, does in acquiring and applying 

knowledge will become the key competitive factor. The knowledge society will inevitably become 

far more competitive than any society we have yet to known – for the simple reason that with 

knowledge being universally accessible, there will be no excuses for non-performance.” 

(Drucker 1994) 

 
As anticipated by Philip Drucker, a great economist from the 20th century, in new 

economy the sustainable competitive advantage of corporations is increasingly 

based on creation, ownership, protection and application of difficult-to-replicate 

commercial and industrial knowledge assets. The shift from physical assets to 

knowledge assets as a basis of competitive advantage is essentially based on two 

trends: liberalisation and expansion of domestic and international markets. (Teece 

2000, p. 35-36) As intellectual capital such as knowledge and competencies have 

increasingly been identified as the most valuable asset for companies to 

effectively utilize, more and more companies are interested in implementing 

knowledge management (KM) initiatives. (Bishop, Bouchlaghem, Glass & 

Matsumoto 2008, p. 17)  On the other hand, KM can also be seen as a response to 

the increasingly distributed nature of organizations and intensified competition. 

(Swan, Scarbrough & Preston 1999, p. 669; Rastogi 2000, p. 40) In the context of 

this study, a KM initiative symbolizes company’s commitment to developing the 

creation and flow of knowledge as well as sharing and applying knowledge in a 

holistic manner in order to create economic value. Hence, because of being a 

holistic approach, the term “KM initiative” comprises both, human (soft) and 

system (hard) components of KM. (Bishop et al. 2008, p. 17)  
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According to findings of a research conducted by Davenport and Prusak, KM 

initiatives typically fall in one of the following three categories. Firstly, the main 

goal of a KM initiative can be building knowledge repositories in which 

knowledge can be stored and whereby knowledge can be easily retrieved. 

Secondly, KM initiative can focus on providing access to knowledge and 

facilitating the transfer of knowledge between individuals. Thus, these kinds of 

KM initiatives emphasize the importance of possessors and potential users of 

knowledge. Corporate yellow pages is one good example of what kind of 

applications knowledge access projects might contain. Thirdly, the main goal of a 

KM initiative can also be creation of a KM oriented environment regarding which 

the goal might be, for example, creating awareness of KM in the company, 

encouraging KM oriented behaviour among the employees, changing the 

organizational culture to fit with KM or developing measurement practices for 

evaluating knowledge capital. (Davenport & Prusak 1998, p. 146-149)  

 

A successful KM initiative enables the organization, for example, to improve 

innovativeness and coordination of efforts, lower cost structures, shorten the time-

to-market time of its products, become more responsive to market changes and 

reduce the redundancy of knowledge and information that is available to it. (Gold, 

Malhotra & Segars 2001, p. 196; Lang 2001, p. 43) However, researches indicate 

that several things can go wrong in KM implementation and thus hinder success 

potential of the initiative. According to Lucier and Torsiliera (1997) as much as 

84 percent of established KM initiatives will fail to have any real impact. 

Implementing an enterprise-wide KM system is also typically such lengthy and 

expensive process that initiatives often run out of time, money or support before 

they can contribute real benefits and business value. Changing organizational 

culture and employees’ work habits is especially considered as the problematic 

and heavily time consuming part in KM implementation. (McDermott 1999, p. 

104; Martin 2000, p. 24; Barth 2004, p. 2)  

 

So far, KM initiatives have mostly been technology-led which means that 

technology-related aspects of KM have been prioritized and the detailed processes 
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and other soft aspects that relate to people have been neglected. (Storey & Barnett 

2000, p. 147) So far, technology has usually been considered as a panacea for all 

KM issues because technology is perceived as a tangible and instant solution. 

(Silver 2000, p. 29)  The role of IT (Information Technology) being the dominant 

factor in KM initiatives is especially problematic because a contention has been 

made which states that there is no direct dependency between IT investment and 

subsequent business performance. (Malhotra 1998, p. 58-60)  

 

There are several problems regarding IT-related approach to KM. (Storey & 

Barnett 2000, p. 147) IT-solutions on KM tend to be supply-driven which means 

that they focus on capturing, codifying (transforming knowledge from a invisible, 

tacit form to a visible, explicit form) and distributing existing knowledge 

throughout the organization in order to enhance the transfer and supply of 

knowledge. This approach accounts for heavy IT-dependency in which KM is 

mainly considered as leveraging collaborative software, information retrieval 

systems and data repositories. (McElroy 2003, p. 13-14) This approach wrongly 

assumes that employees will automatically be willing to contribute to KM 

activities. At the same time, the IT-approach to KM does not take into account the 

role of tacit knowledge and creation of new knowledge. It is difficult for IT to 

transfer tacit knowledge as it is deeply personal and context-specific from its 

nature. The realisation of tacit knowledge potential typically requires straight 

contact to the knowing subject as it can not be codified without losing the context 

of knowledge which is needed for the effective application of tacit knowledge. 

(Storey & Barnett 2000, p. 147-148)  Capability to utilize tacit knowledge is 

critical because it has an important role in the knowledge resources of an 

organization. Also, once codified, explicit knowledge may become unusable if it 

is not augmented with tacit knowledge. (Shariq 1999, p. 245) 

 

Five basic problems can be outlined regarding the IT-approach to KM. First, IT-

approach to KM overstates the codifiability of knowledge. As mentioned above, 

not all knowledge can be effectively codified to a visible, accessible and 

commodificated form. (Gardner 1998, p. 97; Swan et al. 1999. p. 676) Second, the 
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more tacit knowledge is from its nature, the more valuable it is. Because of this 

paradox of knowledge value, KM should not be oriented only to codify 

knowledge to a visible form. (Dalkir 2005, p. 104) Third, the IT-approach is 

technology deterministic and thus it overemphasizes the utility of IT for 

delivering organizational performance improvements. Fourth, the IT-approach 

makes unjustified assumptions that personnel of the company are willing to share 

knowledge and get involved with KM activities. Finally, pursuing for codification 

of tacit knowledge into formal systems may cause falling of the company to a 

paradox of knowledge codification: once before informally and locally situated 

knowledge and practices enabled the company to be flexible, after the utilization 

of centralized, codification-oriented KM systems, the company may become 

rigified by the system. (Swan et al. 1999. p. 676) As a summary, because of the 

abovementioned reasons, IT in itself can not make KM to succeed.  

 

The case company that was selected for this study has implemented KM projects 

within the company but, so far, the company does not have an official KM 

program. KM has not yet been well adopted among the personnel of the case 

company. For example, there are employees who are not interested in KM or do 

not believe in the benefits that KM can offer. There is likely to be various reasons 

for this reluctance in KM adoption. A case study presented in this report will offer 

explanations regarding what are the key reasons behind the KM adoption issues at 

the case company. Based on the case study findings and extensive literature 

review, I will provide recommendations for the case company for improving KM 

adoption among the personnel of the company. 

1.2 Main objective and research problem 

The main objective for this study is to deepen the understanding what are the 

critical factors that contribute to a successful knowledge management 

implementation in large multinational companies. 
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The main research problem is what are the critical success factors and barriers in 

Knowledge Management implementation in a large multinational company? 

Based on the main research problem, four research questions have been formed: 

 
1) What are the key success and failure factors in knowledge management 
implementation? 
 
2) How can knowledge management adoption be improved at the individual, 
group and organizational levels of the company? 
 

- How to drive cultural change towards knowledge management? 
 

- What is personal knowledge management and how does it differ from 
traditional, organizational knowledge management? 

 
     -     How can companies utilize personal knowledge management? 

 
3)  What are the critical factors that hinder knowledge management adoption in 
the case company? 
 
4)  How can the case company promote the adoption of knowledge management 
among company personnel? 
 

1.3 Limitations 

In the context of this study, the focus will be on implementing a KM initiative. As 

opposed to implementation of a KM system, implementation of a KM initiative 

denotes a holistic approach to managing knowledge – this is different from the 

typical “tools and systems” approach which focuses on implementation of KM 

from the information technology perspective. (Bishop et al. 2008, p. 17) 

Theoretical approach to KM in this study will be sociotechnical KM. As opposed 

to IT approach to KM, the concept of sociotechnical KM considers also human 

related aspects of KM as an equally critical part of KM. Sociotechnical approach 

to KM was chosen because too often while implementing KM, companies tend to 

focus on the technological side and lack understanding in human aspects of KM 

which are also crucial to address in order to ensure the success of the initiative. 

(Choi & Lee 2003, p. 406; McDermott 1999, p. 104) Technology can facilitate 

KM, but KM involves much more than using IT tools. (Teece 2000, s. 35) As 

many academics have identified that human aspects of KM is the area which has 
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the greatest potential, organizations should aim to people-centred implementation 

of KM. (Bishop et al. 2003, s. 17) 

 

As in any significant organizational transformation, methods of change 

management should also be considered and utilized in effective KM 

implementation. However, change management is not of a focus of this study as 

the topic of change management is such broad and hence because linking it to KM 

would demand a comprehensive research on its own. 

 

This study will focus on KM implementation in large multinational corporations. 

In the empirical part of the study, the focus is solely on KM adoption within the 

case company. 

1.4 Definitions 

In this section, definitions for the most critical concepts of this study are 

established.  

1.4.1 Critical success and failure factors 

Al-Mabrouk (2006) defines critical success factors as follows: 
 
“Limited number of identified operational goals shaped by the industry, the firm, the manager, 

and the broader environment that, if satisfactory, will ensure successful competitive advantage for 

the organization.”  

 

Critical success factors have been recognized as an essential part of organizational 

success in various different activity domains. For comparison, I define the concept 

of critical failure factors as follows: 

 
“Limited number of identified factors shaped by the industry, the firm, the manager, and the 

broader environment that, if not effectively addressed, will hinder the success potential of the 

business activities conducted by the organization.” 
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1.4.2 Knowledge 

Davenport and Prusak (1998) define knowledge as follows: 
 
“A fluid mix of framed experience, values, contextual information, and expert insight that provides 

a framework for evaluating and incorporating new experiences and information. It originates and 

is applied in the minds of knowers. In organizations, it often becomes embedded not only in 

documents or repositories but also in organizational routines, procesess, practices, and norms.”  

 

The abovementioned approach to knowledge was chosen for this study because it 

highlights the importance of context-specifity of knowledge and the role of social 

interaction in KM activities.  

1.4.3 Explicit, tacit and implicit knowledge 

Knowledge can be typically categorized in three different classes: tacit, explicit 

and implicit knowledge. (Barth 2004, p. 1) Explicit knowledge is knowledge that 

can be articulated, codified, easily transferred between persons, digitized in 

documents and communicated in natural language. (Grant & Shahsavarani 2006, p. 

4) In an organization, explicit knowledge can be, for example, in the form of 

company’s strategy or job manuals and procedures. (Ahmed, Lim & Zairi 1999, p. 

304) In contrast to explicit knowledge, tacit knowledge is difficult to express, 

formalize or share. An individual interprets tacit knowledge as intuition, rather 

than as facts he is conscious of having and can explain to others. Tacit knowledge 

can be described as “knowing how” while explicit knowledge means “knowing 

what”. Tacit knowledge is unconsciously acquired from experiences that one 

encounters while interacting with the surrounding environment. In an organization, 

tacit knowledge determines how the organization makes decisions and shapes the 

collective behaviour among the members of the organization. In practice, much of 

the tacit knowledge is embedded within the organizational routines of the 

company. While compared to explicit knowledge, the difficulties of expressing, 

codifying and transferring tacit knowledge makes it easier for companies to 

protect themselves from imitation. Moreover, tacit knowledge may only be 

effectively utilized when it is embedded in a specific company, culture, structure 

or set of processes and routines. These difficulties enable tacit knowledge to be a 
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source of sustainable competitive advantage for companies. (Lubit 2001, p. 166-

170; Hubert 1996, p. 13) In addition to the abovementioned reasons, tacit 

knowledge is also important to address simply for the sake that most of the 

knowledge in the surrounding world is in tacit form. Roughly 80 percent of all 

knowledge is in tacit form and typically only 15 to 20 percent of valuable 

knowledge is in captured, codified and tangible form.  (Dalkir 2005, p. 49) 

Implicit knowledge is knowledge that is embedded within cultures, relationships 

and communities. Hence, implicit knowledge is typically accessible only through 

a related social context. (Barth 2004, p. 1)  

1.4.4 Knowledge management 

There have been several different definitions for KM and researchers have not 

been able to reach consensus over the term. One reason for why there is not any 

generally accepted definition for KM is because KM can be approached from 

several different perspectives. (Dalkir 2005, p. 4) Rosenberg (2006) very clearly 

points out the people-aspect in his definition for KM: 

 

“Knowledge management is the creation, archiving, and sharing of valued information, expertise, 

and insight within and across communities of people and organizations with similar interests and 

needs, the goal of which is to build competitive advantage…. Knowledge management focuses on 

creating opportunities for collaboration between individuals and teams so that intellectual capital 

can be shared… Knowledge management’s goal is to get knowledge from those who have to those 

who need it.” 

 

Dalkir (2005) connects the IT aspects in his definition for KM: 

“Knowledge management is a deliberate and systematic coordination of an organization’s people, 

technology, processes, and organizational structure in order to add value through reuse and 

innovation. This coordination is achieved through creating, sharing, and applying knowledge as 

well as through feeding the valuable lessons learned and best practices into corporate memory in 

order to foster continued organizational learning.” 

 

By combining the main ideas from both of the abovementioned definitions, I 

define KM for the purposes of this study as follows: 
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Knowledge management is the creation, sharing, archiving and applying of valued information, 

expertise, and insight within and across individuals, communities of people and organizations with 

similar interests and needs, the goal of which is to build competitive advantage based on 

innovation and reuse. This goal can be achieved by establishing an innovative fit between IT and 

organizational environment. 

 

Basically, three different high-level objectives characterize KM. Firstly, KM aims 

to avoid the syndrome of re-inventing the wheel within organizations – a problem 

that is often encountered especially in large corporations. Thus, KM targets to 

reduce all kinds of redundancy in knowledge-based activities by enabling 

effective reuse of existing knowledge assets. Secondly, KM is oriented to help 

organizations to effectively create new knowledge which later might provide a 

basis for new innovations. Thirdly, KM aims to increase skill and competency 

levels of employees working within the company in order to improve productivity 

and increase, for example, the amount of subject matter experts or correct 

decisions made. (Arora 2006, p. 241) 

1.4.5 The paradigms and strategies for knowledge management 

 
Generally, two different paradigms for KM exist: humanist paradigm and IT 

paradigm. The humanist paradigm for KM concentrates on harnessing tacit 

knowledge as an organizational resource, learning and organizational processes of 

KM. The humanist paradigm also emphasizes the role of individuals and groups 

in the processes of knowledge sharing and manipulation. (Gloet & Berrell 2003, 

p. 81-82) Typical KM strategy pursued by the humanist paradigm is 

personalization strategy which concentrates on the dialogue between individuals, 

sharing of tacit knowledge and channelling individual expertise in order to 

provide creative and analytically rigorous solutions on strategically high-level 

problems. (Hansen, Nohria & Tierney 1999, p. 108-109)  

 

As opposed to the humanist paradigm, the IT paradigm for KM is interested in 

tangible aspects of KM. The tangible aspects of KM cover, for example, 

technology, technical applications, data, information and explicit knowledge. 
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(Gloet & Berrell 2003, p. 81) Typical KM strategy driven by the IT paradigm is 

codification strategy which focuses on codifying knowledge to a visible explicit 

form and storing it to databases, where it can later be accessed, retrieved and 

reused by the employees of the company. (Hansen et al. 1999, p. 107) Table 1. 

illustrates the differences between humanist and IT paradigms for KM.  

 

Table 1. Differences between the paradigms for KM. (Gloet & Berrell 2003, 

p. 82-87) 

 IT Paradigm Humanist paradigm 

Management Support - Explicit knowledge 
- Power of IT 
- Managing IT 
- Competitive advantage is 
based on IT 

- Tacit knowledge 
- Power of people 
- Managing people 
- Competitive advantage is 
based on people 
 

Organizational culture - Organizational culture of 
technological relations 
- Technological solutions to 
change problems 
- IT key to continuous 
improvement 

- Organizational culture of 
social relations 
- People solutions to change 
problems 
- People key to continuous 
improvement 

Planning & Organization - Computer hardware and 
software 
- Building databases 
 

- People in formal and 
informal communication 
- Building processes 

Education & Training - Systems oriented 
- Knowledge acquisition 
- Concentrate on past-present 

- Process oriented 
- Knowledge sharing 
- Concentrate on present-
future 

Involvement - Concentrate on human-
technology relations 
- Systems dominate 

- Concentrate on people-
people relations 
- People dominate 

Recognition - Systems and technological 
strengths rewarded 
- Incentives and rewards based 
on IT proficiency 

- People strengths rewarded 
- Knowledge and learning 
valued and rewarded 

 

Whether an organization intuitively leans towards the IT paradigm or the 

humanist paradigm depends on the technology, structures, systems, values, culture 

and ideologies presently utilized within the organization. Figure 1. (next page) 

illustrates how these influencing factors together create an organizational filter 

through which the selection of the KM paradigm to be utilized in the organization 

will be done. For example, a company that has a culture which promotes openness 

and informal people-to-people knowledge sharing is more likely to lean towards 
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the humanist paradigm of KM than an organization which culture supports more 

formalized communication methods. In practice, instead of focusing on the human 

aspects of KM, majority of the established KM initiatives have been more 

consistent with the IT paradigm for KM. (Gloett & Berrell 2003, p. 82-83) 

 

 

Figure 1. Typical factors impacting the choice of the KM paradigm to be 

adopted within an organization. (Gloet & Berrell 2003, p. 82) 

1.4.6 Sociotechnical knowledge management 

Sociotechnical KM is oriented to establish a synergistic balance between 

humanistic and IT paradigms for KM. The main idea behind sociotechnical KM is 

that effective KM can be achieved through a combination of appropriate use of 

technology with social systems which together make up the organization. In this 

context, the definition of a social system refers to the employees of the company 

and the intellectual capital including knowledge, skills, values and needs that they 

bring with them to the work environment. (Grant & Shahsavarani 2006, p. 13) 

 

Hence, according to the sociotechnical approach to KM, it is important to address 

both, people- as well as IT-aspects of KM for being able to implement KM 

successfully in an organization. In this context, the people-aspects of KM relate to 
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the personnel working within the company, who share the requirement to creating, 

sharing, searching, and using of knowledge as a part of their daily routines. 

(Bishop et al. 2008, p. 17) The IT-aspects of KM relate to collection, codification, 

storage and manipulation of knowledge with the help of using technical systems. 

From the perspective of sociotechnical KM, technology should be considered not 

just as a technical artefact, but in the light of the social environment in which it is 

operating. Figure 2. demonstrates how a  sociotechnical KM system is made of a 

combination of environment, task, culture, structure, people and technology. 

Figure 2. also illustrates the flow of influence from outside to inside on which the 

sociotechnical approach of KM is based on. For example, KM-oriented 

organizational culture should encourage people so that they would use appropriate 

technology for creation, sharing, storaging and applying knowledge. (Grant & 

Shahsavarani 2006, p. 1-13)  

 

 

Figure 2. Framework for sociotechnical approach to KM. (Grant & 

Shahsavarani 2006, p. 13) 
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For instance, the chemical company Buckman Laboratories has gained significant 

business improvements through implementing a KM initiative based on the 

sociotechnical approach to KM. These improvements include, for example, 

reduced customer response times and increased product innovation rates. (Pan & 

Scarbrough 1998, p. 55, 65) Sociotechnical KM provides a defining context for 

this study – all of the individual success and failure factors to be presented in the 

following theoretical part of the study can be assimilated to the framework 

illustrated in figure 2.  

 

Many authors have highlighted the critical need to combine both, people and IT 

aspects, while implementing KM. (Bishop et al. 2008, p. 25) Thus, the approach 

to KM from sociotechnical perspective itself acts as a critical high-level success 

factor in effective KM implementation. 

1.4.7 Knowledge management initiative 

Within the context of the case company, a KM initiative refers to a KM solution 

that can help the company to improve its KM activities. A company can have 

many KM initiatives going on at the same time. However, in the context of 

science, KM initiative typically denotes to a more high-level approach. In 

academic writing, a KM initiative is more of a synonym for a “KM program” - an 

umbrella under which specific KM projects (initiatives) are established. This is a 

critical point which is important to point out for avoiding misinterpretations. 

Therefore, during the following literature review, a KM initiative is a synonym for 

“KM program”. However, in the empirical part of this report, the term “KM 

initiative” refers to an individual “KM solution” or “KM project”. 

1.4.8 Success and failure of the knowledge management initiative 

Davenport & Prusak (1998) identifies four indicators for what defines success of a 

KM initiative:  

“-growth in the resources attached to the project, including people and budget; 

-growth in the volume of knowledge content and usage(that is, the number of documents or 

accesses for repositories or participants for discussion-oriented projects); 
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- the likelihood that the project would survive without the support of a particular individual or two, 

that is, the project is an organizational initiative, not an individual effort; and 

-evidence of financial return either for knowledge management activity itself or for the larger 

organization.” 

 

KM initiative can be defined as a failed initiative if the initiative has none or few 

of the above success indicators identified by Davenport & Prusak. (Chua & Lam 

2005, p. 7) 

1.5 Structure of the report 

As illustrated in figure 3 (next page), the research report is split in five different 

chapters. The report starts with this introductory chapter in which the relevant 

background briefing regarding the study is described, most importantly including 

the definition of the research problem, research questions, objectives and 

limitations.  

 

The report continues with the theoretical chapter of the research. In this chapter, 

the relevant findings from the literature review regarding KM implementation and 

adoption are discussed. The main deliverables from the theoretical chapter are 

answers to the research questions #1 and #2 and a framework for interpreting KM 

adoption and implementation. 

 

The theoretical chapter of the report is followed by an empirical chapter of the 

research. First, the research methodology is described. Second, a case study will 

be built and relevant findings discussed. Because of the chosen research design, 

emphasis in this chapter is on explaining the underlying reasons for the KM 

adoption problems within the case company. In this chapter, the results from the 

case study will also be compared to the theoretical findings from the chapter two. 

An answer to the research question #3 will be the main outcome of this chapter.   

 

Finally, the report ends with a chapter devoted to discussion and conclusions. In 

this chapter, the study’s ability to address the established research questions is 
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evaluated, scientific contribution analyzed and recommendations for further 

research given. However, this chapter’s main deliverable is an answer to the 

research question #4 – the emphasis is on the recommendations for the case 

company regarding how to improve KM adoption among the company personnel. 

The recommendations will be based on the findings from the case study as well as 

on the key findings from the theoretical part of the report. In addition, reliability 

and validity of the research will also be discussed at the end of this chapter.  

 

 

 
 
Figure 3. Structure of the research report and deliverables from different 
chapters. 
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2 Knowledge Management Implementation in 

Literature 

This chapter contains six individual sections. First, success factors in KM 

implementation are discussed. Second, failure factors in KM implementation are 

evaluated. Third, steps for cultural change towards KM are described. Fourth 

section concentrates on how to encourage adoption of KM. Fifth section presents 

the concept of Personal Knowledge Management. Finally, a synthesis section 

concludes the literature review. 

2.1 Success factors in knowledge management implementation 

In this section, several success factors for implementation of a KM initiative are 

presented. The success factors to be presented should be considered as key 

enablers of an effective KM initiative – these factors should be addressed in order 

to maximize the success potential of the KM initiative. All the relevant KM 

implementation success factors are presented in table 2.  

 

Table 2. Success factors of KM implementation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.1.1 Development of a clear KM vision and strategy 

First critical success factor in KM implementation is development of an 

enterprise-wide KM vision and strategy. (Skyrme & Amidon 1997, p. 33) The 

former element, the KM vision, represents the desired future state of KM within 

the company. The KM vision should articulate the role of KM in creating value. 

ID KM implementation success factor 

1 Development of a clear KM vision and strategy 

2 Linkage to business objectives, strategy and value 

3 Integrating KM with staff 

4 Nurturing a KM culture 

5 Defining relevant KM roles and establishing top 
management support 

6 Provision of motivational aids 

7 Establishing measurement practice for KM 

8 Developing advanced organizational and technology 
infrastructure 
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While doing this, the vision should also be clear and widely understandable from 

its nature (Davenport & Prusak 1998, p. 158; Havens & Knapp 1999, p. 9) The 

latter element, the KM strategy, should provide a way for identifying how the 

organization can utilize and leverage its knowledge assets in order to reach the 

established KM vision. The KM strategy can take various different forms 

depending on the environment in which it is developed. It is important that top 

management of the company supports the selected KM strategy. (Liebowitz 1999, 

p. 38) The development of the KM strategy requires a diverse mix of skills and 

resources. Thus, the strategy formulation process should include people with 

different backgrounds and expertise. Overall, the complexity of developing the 

KM strategy depends, for example, on the organizational structure and size. Once 

the KM strategy has been developed, the company can use it as a roadmap with 

the help of which it can identify and prioritize, for example, KM initiatives and 

KM approaches in a way as to support the established long term business goals. 

(Dalkir 2005, p. 251) 

 

A knowledge audit is a process which is often conducted as a part of KM strategy 

development process. Knowledge audit’s main task is to identify the core 

information and knowledge needs and uses within the organization. Knowledge 

audit can also be used for identifying, for example, gaps and flows and sorting out 

how they contribute to business goals. KM program should never be launched 

without the knowledge audit having been conducted. Thus, KM auditing should 

always be considered as the first step of implementing a KM initiative. (Dalkir 

2005, p. 253, 279) According to Dalkir (2005), Knowledge audit can typically 

deliver, for example, the following results: 

 

- Identification of company’s core knowledge assets and flows. In practice, this 

means, for example, identifying who creates and who uses information and 

describing the current state of organization with respect to KM. 

- Identification of optimal KM solutions for the organization and its employees. 

- Reduction of costs relating to handling of information. 

- Development areas for information policy. 
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- Enablement of easier access to commonly needed information. 

- A clear understanding on how knowledge can contribute to business results.  

2.1.2 Linkage to business objectives, strategy and value 

It is essentially important that the KM initiative of the company is tied to real 

business objectives. Thus, the KM initiative should visibly support achievement 

of the established business goals. (Skyrme & Amidon 1997, p. 33) In other words, 

it is critical that the KM initiative of the company is linked to the firm’s strategy. 

For managers, the strategy is the most important context for justifying investing in 

and promotion of KM. (Lang 2001, p. 53) du Plessis (2007) summarizes that KM 

should be linked to organizational processes and activities in order to ensure that 

knowledge is utilized to develop organization’s critical capabilities and core 

business processes. At the same time, integrating KM with business processes 

also ensures the alignment between KM and business strategy because these 

processes themselves are typically tied to the strategy. Hence, integrating KM 

with business processes should be a logical starting point for any KM initiative.  

 

The real business benefits that KM offers for the company, i.e. the value 

proposition of KM, should also be made clearly visible. (Davenport & Prusak 

1998, p. 156-157) It is critically important that both, enterprise as well as the 

actual KM users, are able to receive value from the KM program of the company. 

Therefore, first, it should clearly be communicated and made visible how KM 

improves the organization as a whole. Second, KM users must see how 

participating to KM activities improves their daily work routines. If either of these 

parties fails to receive value, the KM program can not succeed. Therefore, the 

duality of KM value proposition must be addressed. (PriceWaterhouseCoopers 

1999, p. 8; du Plessis 2007, p. 93)   

 

To give a practical example of enterprise value proposition from the “reuse of 

knowledge” viewpoint of KM, three general value propositions for transferring of 

best-practices can be outlined. The first value proposition is based on increased 

customer intimacy which focuses on understanding customers’ preferences and 
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identifying, capturing and sharing of best practices about customers. From its 

core, this value proposition is oriented towards increasing revenue, reducing costs 

of selling and increasing customer satisfaction and retention. The second value 

proposition is product-to-market excellence which intends to ensure that all the 

potential knowledge and past experience that could be useful to Research & 

Development (R&D) activities can be harnessed. In practice, this means that R&D 

can, for example, make use of “lessons learned” regarding what other parts of the 

company have learned when getting their product to market – reinventing the 

wheel situations are proactively prevented. This value proposition of product-to-

market excellence is essentially based on reduced time-to-market, retained market 

lead and increased revenue and profit margins. The third value proposition of KM 

is achievement of operational excellence. The main task for this value proposition 

is to transfer top-performing business units’ operational processes and know-how 

to under-performing units the result of which is increased revenue which is based 

on lower costs of production and increased productivity. (O’Dell & Grayson 

1999, p. 11-13) 

2.1.3 Integrating KM with staff  

A KM initiative should be integrated with employees daily work routines and 

processes. KM should be perceived as intuitive and embedded in a way that 

employees do not even notice that they are participating in activities that are 

related to KM.  In practice, the KM initiative should be integrated with daily 

activities rather than integrating with policies and procedures. The reason for this 

is that integrating KM with procedures and policies does not fit with the 

abovementioned intuitivity aspect, as these terms are typically associated with 

“forcing someone to do something”. (Bishop et al. 2008, p. 23) Employee buy-in 

for KM is likely to increase when KM is embedded in company’s way of doing 

business and when activities such as knowledge sharing is not considered as a 

separate activity. (McDermott & O’Dell 2001, p. 80) One possible way for 

integrating KM with employees’ daily work activities is by making use of 

personal knowledge management (PKM) methods. This topic will be covered in 
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section 2.5. Other way for embedding KM to employees work is by embedding 

KM responsibilities to employees’ work descriptions.  

2.1.4 Nurturing a KM culture 

Corporate culture consists of different values, beliefs, attitudes and working 

methods that characterize the personnel working in a company. Every company 

has its own unique culture. Effective utilization of KM requires a KM oriented 

corporate culture that promotes learning, knowledge sharing, openness and 

collaboration over organizational and geographical boundaries and also rewards 

from doing so. The KM oriented corporate culture should also provide enough 

authority to individuals and support informal networking among the personnel of 

the company. Nurturing the KM oriented corporate culture is typically considered 

as the most significant separate success factor in KM implementation. At the same 

time, it is also the most problematic and time consuming success factor to address. 

For example according to the Chief Executive Officer Robert Buckman of 

Buckman Laboratories, a chemical company that is highly advanced in KM, 90 

percent of the company’s KM efforts have gone into changing the company’s 

corporate culture towards KM.  In the context of KM, the most important 

advantage that the corporate culture can offer is that it ensures the critical 

knowledge flow in an organization. Launching a KM program in a company 

almost always requires changes to the company’s existing corporate culture. 

Corporate culture needs to be changed in a way that it supports openness and 

knowledge sharing and actively encourages people to participate and contribute 

their knowledge. Trust among people is a main component of building the 

corporate culture that supports KM. Informing, involving and inspiring personnel 

about the cultural transformation is a very important way for building trust among 

people during the cultural change. During the process of cultural transformation, 

the company has to offer its employees clear and concrete goals which indicate 

why the cultural and organizational transformation is needed. Executives of the 

company have an important role in the change process towards the KM culture as 

they can strongly communicate this need for change to employees by personally 

setting good example and showing that they themselves act in a KM oriented 
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manner. (Dalkir 2005. p. 180-191; Lee & Choi 2003, p. 188; Skyrme & Amidon 

1997, p. 33; McDermott 1999, p. 104; Martin 2000, p. 24; DeTienne, Dyer, 

Hoopes & Harris 2004, p. 29) 

 

It is also important to ensure that KM projects of the company fit with the 

company’s corporate culture. For example, in an organization that highly supports 

autonomous business units, centralized top-down coordinated KM projects should 

not be established – this is for avoiding contradictions between KM efforts and 

the culture. Finally, as a part of nurturing a KM oriented culture, company-wide 

KM terminology and language should be clarified. It is important because 

employees need to have shared understanding regarding these aspects. Developing 

shared understanding regarding KM terms and concepts can be supported, for 

example, by providing KM training programs for the personnel of the company. A 

good rule of thumb for setting up the KM terminology and language is that terms 

that are subject to wide interpretation should be avoided. Instead, clear semantic 

distinction should be pursued in order to proactively avoid misunderstandings. 

(Davenport & Prusak 1998, p. 155, 158; Akhavan, Jafari & Fathian 2006, p. 108) 

Steps for developing a KM oriented culture are further discussed in the section 2.3 

of this report. 

2.1.5 Defining relevant KM roles and establishing top management support 

 For ensuring the success of a KM initiative, a Chief  Knowledge Officer (CKO) 

or an equivalent role is needed. For example, according to a study conducted by 

Arthur D. Little, 41 percent of fortune 500 companies already have someone 

acting as a CKO or equivalent.  The role of the CKO is complex and involves 

many different aspects, but generally speaking, the CKO is responsible for 

developing and implementing the KM program within the company. CKOs come 

from a variety of backgrounds – there is no one specific background which should 

be preferred to others when selecting the CKO for the company. In addition of 

having expertise in KM, the CKO of the company should also have expertise in 

various other areas such as business reengineering, innovative IT and change 

management. The CKO should also be familiar with knowledge-intensive 
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organizations and technologies. In addition, the CKO should have experience in 

the primary operational processes of the business. (Liebowitz 1999, p. 39; 

Herschel & Nemati 2000, p. 38-39; Davenport & Prusak 1998, p. 114, 117)  

 

There is no one widely accepted set of responsibilities for a CKO – typically 

every organization considers the CKO and his/her key tasks within its own unique 

light. (DeTienne et al. 2004, p. 36) By combining the main findings from 

researches conducted by Herschel & Nemati (2000), Davenport & Prusak (1998) 

and Rastogi (2000), the CKO’s main tasks usually include the following: 

 

1. Crafting the KM big picture within the company, fostering the KM vision 

and leading the development of KM strategy of the company. 

2. Promotion of a knowledge agenda of the company. This task also includes 

development and distribution of KM models, frameworks and language to 

be utilized within the company.   

3. Development of organization’s knowledge infrastructure, implementing 

organization’s knowledge architectures and developing performance 

measures for monitoring KM outcomes. 

4. Ensuring appropriate funding and prioritization to KM activities. 

5. Establishment of a KM culture and incentive systems for KM. 

6. Facilitating coordination and communication activities and ensuring 

participation to KM and knowledge contributions from all the levels of the 

organization, including executive board level. 

7. Identification and distribution of results that have been achieved by 

utilizing KM and creating a method for measurement regarding how to 

evaluate and interpret the KM results. Based on the results, the CKO 

should communicate the achievements and shortcomings of the past KM 

efforts. It is important that the CKO is able to prove with evidence how 

KM can improve business performance. 

8. Running and administering of day-to-day KM activities and integrating 

KM into employees’ daily activities. 
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From these abovementioned tasks, three most important tasks are creation of the 

KM infrastructure, fostering the KM oriented organizational culture and 

evidencing that KM improves business performance. (Davenport & Prusak 1998, 

p. 115) However, the prospects of how well the CKO can accomplish the 

abovementioned tasks depends on where the CKO role is positioned in the 

organization. (Herschel & Nemati 2000, p. 38) To give an example, the CKO role 

can be combined with Human Resources (HR) or Information Systems (IS) 

functions. However, at the same time, combining the CKO position with these 

functions would also send a cultural message that the CKO role is not important 

enough to stand alone. Hence, in order to overcome this issue, a stand-alone role 

is the most desirable position for the CKO. The CKO role is such important and 

complex that it should definitively be considered as a separate role from the HR or 

IS functions. However, despite that the CKO role should be established as an 

independent role, it is still important for the CKO to collaborate closely with HR 

and IS executives. (Davenport & Prusak 1998, p. 117-118) For example according 

to Professor J. Liebowitz,  the CKO of the company should be positioned as high 

as next to CEO in the organization. (Liebowitz 1999, p. 38) 

 

In addition of establishing the roles that are responsible for the actual 

implementation of a KM initiative, top management support for KM needs to be 

gained in order to ensure the success of the initiative. Managers from this level 

should set example with their behaviour, promote the benefits of KM and actively 

communicate their involvement with the initiative, for example, by allocating 

sufficient resources for the initiative and sending strong messages that KM is 

critical to organization’s success. (Davenport & Prusak 1998, p. 156; Bishop et al. 

2008, p. 23) Executive-level support for KM is especially important because 

executive board members have the greatest ability for introducing KM in an 

organization and also the greatest strength to influence different factors that affect 

KM implementation, such as enabling a KM oriented culture or removing 

organizational barriers that hinder KM implementation. (Chong 2006, p. 247) 
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As a summary, real KM roles that demand dedicated resources should be 

established in a company that is trying to achieve success in KM. One of the main 

reasons why knowledge has not been managed well before is because 

responsibilities have not been established for addressing it. (Davenport & Prusak 

1998, p. 122) 

2.1.6 Provision of motivational aids 

Employees of the company should be motivated to participate in KM activities by  

establishing a reward system which rewards employees for positive KM oriented 

behaviour. (Davenport & Prusak 1998, p. 158) The incentives to be utilized can be 

both, financial rewards that employees can see in their paycheck or non-financial 

rewards. Within this context, the non-financial incentives can be, for example, 

peer recognition and provision of learning opportunities. An example of peer 

recognition is awarding a “KM person of the year” title within the company for 

the most active knowledge contributor of the year. An example of learning 

opportunities is providing active knowledge contributors free seminar courses 

about subjects of their interest.  Many authors think that non-financial rewards are 

better than financial rewards in recognizing and awarding KM oriented behaviour. 

(Bishop et al. 2008, p. 18)  

 

Whatever incentives will be eventually chosen, they should be long-term 

incentives from their nature rather than short-term incentives. Short-term 

incentives contain a risk that employees might game the system for the rewards. It 

is important that these long-term incentives are tied with the rest of the 

compensation and evaluation structures used within the company. For example at 

McKinsey, which is a globally known consultancy company, one of the employee 

promotion criterions considers the number and frequency of use of a consultant’s 

publications. In other words, individual employee’s activeness in sharing 

knowledge is monitored and his/her career development partly depends on the 

quality of content she/he has provided. However, if short-term incentives are also 

chosen to be utilized, they should be highly visible and well promoted.  

(Davenport & Prusak 1998, p. 158; Alavi & Leidner 1999, p. 22; Chong & Choi 
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2005) Things that are rewarded and recognized send important signals to the 

employees regarding what is considered important in the company. (DeTienne et 

al. 2004, p. 29) Overall, establishing an incentive system that rewards from KM 

oriented behaviour is considered as one of the most challenging parts in KM 

implementation. (Martin 2000, p. 24)  

2.1.7 Establishing measurement practice for KM 

KM initiatives should be measured in order to monitor the value of these 

initiatives and link KM to key performance indicators. (Ahmed et al. 1999, p. 

307-308) In practice, as many authors suggest, measuring the value of KM has 

proved to be a very difficult task for companies to do. The reason for this is that 

knowledge, especially tacit knowledge, is abstract and intangible from its nature. 

In the past, most measurement systems have focused on tangible items, such as 

raw materials or finished products. Traditional financial measures do not fit well 

with KM, which is oriented in improving future performance because typically 

they can only evaluate what has happened in the past. However, as knowledge is 

becoming more and more critical resource for companies to utilize, new 

measurement systems are needed that in addition to tangible measures also 

incorporate intangible measures. Whatever measures are chosen for monitoring 

the value of KM, the measures must be put into an appropriate measurement 

system. In the context of KM implementation, there are two main reasons why 

intangible knowledge assets should be measured. First, it stimulates management 

focus on what is considered important. In other words, management attention and 

action for KM can be guaranteed by developing relevant KM measures and by 

making managers accountable. Second, it justifies investing in KM. With 

appropriate metrics, KM measurement systems can help in communicating the 

value of KM for top management, employees and stakeholders. Thus, as a 

summary, intangible and nonfinancial KM measures are needed for enabling 

company’s superior financial performance in the future. (Skyrme & Amidon 

1998, p. 20-21; Bose 2004, p. 457; Choy, Yew & Lin 2006, p. 921; Alexander 

2000, p. 64) 
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Balanced Scorecard (BSC) method is one popular measurement system which can 

be used for measuring the value of knowledge assets. In addition to financial 

measures, BSC incorporates also three other perspectives, namely customers 

perspective, internal process perspective and innovation and learning perspective. 

The customers perspective deals with identifying customers’ needs, what things 

they value and how well are they satisfied. The internal process perspective 

focuses on identifying critical value-creating processes for day to day business. 

The innovation and learning perspective concentrates on how to be successful in 

the future and how to continue creating value for customers. Finally, the financial 

perspective deals with typical measures such as how to create value for 

shareholders. In terms of KM, the most significant benefit the BSC can offer is 

that it translates company’s mission statement and business strategy into specific, 

measurable goals that are distributed among the abovementioned four 

perspectives. Therefore, organizational performance and fulfilment of the 

established vision can be measured through how well these goals have been 

achieved.  For example Skandia AFS, a financial services company, has 

successfully applied BSC for measuring its knowledge assets. Table 3. illustrates 

potential KM measures with respect to the abovementioned perspectives and three 

high-level objectives of KM in general, namely, reuse of knowledge assets, 

enablement of innovations and increase of employee competency and skill levels. 

However, it should be noted that each BSC and its measures must be customized 

based on individual organizations vision, objectives, strategy and business issues. 

(Skyrme & Amidon 1998, p. 20-22; Bose 2004, p. 460; Dalkir 2005, p. 275; Arora 

2002, p. 241) 

 

Table 3. An example of perspectives and measures of BSC. (Arora 2002, p. 

247, modified) 

 Financial 

perspective 

Customer 

perspective 

Innovation and 

learning 

Internal process 

Reuse of 

knowledge 

assets 

-Bottom line 
impact through 
KM program. 
(through 
repository and 
communities) 

-Response/lead 
time reduction. 
 
-Reduction in 
rejection. 
 

 -Process cycle 
time reduction. 
 
-Increased 
productivity. 
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-Complaint 
resolution time. 

-Number of 
times repository 
has helped to 
solve problems. 
 
-Knowledge 
captured in the 
repository. 

Enablement 

of innovations 

-Turnover from 
new products. 

 -New product 
development 
cycle time. 

-New knowledge 
created by 
communities. 

Increase of 

employee 

competency 

and skill 

levels 

-Number of new 
customers. 

-Complaint 
resolution time. 

-Number of 
experts in each 
function and 
their 
competency. 

-Popularity of 
the repository. 
(Communicating 
employees 
willingness to 
learn from 
others) 
 
-Frequency of 
updates made to 
the repository. 
(Together these 
two parameters 
communicate  
the relevancy 
and quality of 
the provided 
knowledge 
objects) 

 

The abovementioned potential measures are only some examples and there may 

exist many more measures that can monitor the progress of a KM program. On the 

other hand, one essential point of BSC is to avoid information overload and thus 

provide information from only some, i.e. the most important measures. Thus, it is 

important that companies identify and prioritize the available measures in a way 

that only the most relevant measures are utilized for measuring KM progress. 

(Arora 2002, p. 247-248)  

2.1.8 Developing advanced organizational and technology infrastructure 

Developing an organizational infrastructure for KM refers to establishment of 

relevant KM roles, organizational structures and skills which can benefit the KM 

initiative of the company. As a part of developing the organizational infrastructure 

for KM, new KM roles that could be defined within the company include, for 

example, a CKO, knowledge project managers, knowledge reporters, editors and 
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knowledge facilitators. (Davenport & Prusak 1998, p. 155-156) In addition of 

establishing the relevant organizational KM infrastructure, an appropriate 

technology infrastructure is also needed in order to ensure the success potential of 

the KM initiative. The technology infrastructure for KM must support 

collaboration between employees of the company. The technology infrastructure 

for KM should promote both types of networking, i.e. collaboration based on the 

sharing of explicit knowledge as well as tacit knowledge. The technological 

systems should also be highly accessible and easy to use. (Skyrme & Amidon 

1997, p. 33)  Users of the KM systems should be provided with adequate training 

and coaching regarding how to use the systems. The technology infrastructure 

should be implemented in a way that it is based on a solid understanding of the 

KM users’ needs. Alongside implementing the actual KM systems, processes 

should be developed, for example, for delivering relevant content to the right 

place at the right time and for validating the quality of the knowledge objects 

provided to the systems. Common KM platforms should be provided throughout 

the company. Organizational as well as technology infrastructures for KM should 

be standardized as company-wide architectures for ensuring resilience and 

scalability of KM activities. Organizational and IT infrastructures for KM may 

prove out to be expensive but as a result the essential feedback, speed and 

flexibility are ensured for the KM initiative of the company.  (Davenport & 

Prusak 1998, p. 156; Hasanali 2002, p. 3) 

2.2 Failure factors in knowledge management implementation 

It is not enough for a company to follow the success factors in order to reach 

success within its KM initiative. In addition to paying attention to the success 

factors, the company must also identify the failure factors looming behind the 

initiative and understand how to address them and act correspondingly. (Chua & 

Lam 2005, p. 16) Compared to various success stories regarding KM 

implementation that emerges in the academic literature and despite that majority 

of KM projects fail to create any significant impact, stories about KM initiative 

failures still rarely reach publicity. (Chua & Lam 2005, p. 7)  
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This section examines what constitutes to failure in KM initiatives. First, failure 

factors based on a case study of five different KM project failures are described. 

Then, most relevant individual failure factors found from the literature review are 

evaluated in a more detailed level under their own topics. Table 4. illustrates these 

later mentioned failure factors. 

 

Table 4. Failure factors of KM implementation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.2.1 Failure factors at the different phases of a KM lifecycle 

Failure factors of KM initiatives can be outlined with reference to the different 

phases of a KM initiative. The phases of the KM initiative can be described 

through a threefold KM lifecycle. First, at the initiation phase, a dedicated team is 

created to address a specific KM need. At this phase, user requirements are also 

collected and necessary systems and processes are developed. Second, at the 

implementation phase, the KM initiative is officially rolled out to a specific part 

of or throughout the organization. At this phase, the actual KM users get their first 

contact with the KM systems and activities. Third, at the institutionalisation 

phase, the KM systems and activities become a part of organizational routines. 

(Chua & Lam 2005, p. 13) Table 5. (next page) describes failure factors at 

different phases of the KM lifecycle regarding five different failed KM projects 

from several different industries. The failure factors were also classified whether 

they were technology-, culture-, content- or project management-oriented by their 

nature.  

 

 

 

ID KM implementation failure factor 

1 Buying the technology without clear purpose 

2 Believing that knowledge management will be welcomed 
with open arms 

3 Neglecting the cultural obstacles 

4 Lack of shared understanding 

5 Inadequate content 

6 Organizational structure inhibits knowledge sharing 
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Table 5. KM failure factors at different stages of a KM lifecycle. (Chua & 

Lam 2005, p. 8-13) 

 Initiation Implementation Institutionalisation 

Technology -Connectivity issues: IT-
infrastructure is not 
capable of supporting 
the required number of 
concurrent access due to 
bandwidth restrictions. 

-Usability: Users found the 
KM tool too complicated to 
use efficiently. 
 
-Over-reliance: Over- 
reliance on KM tools 
neglects the role of tacit 
knowledge. 

Maintenance: The 
cost on maintaining a 
KM tool is perceived 
too high. 

Culture -Politics: KM initiative 
is used as a method for 
political manoeuvring 
such as gaining power 
or authority within the 
firm. 

-Knowledge sharing: 
Knowledge is not shared for 
example because of faulty 
organizational culture or 
lack of trust among the 
users. 
 
-Perceived image: Staff 
thinks that accessing other’s 
knowledge is a sign of 
weakness. 
 
-Lack of top management 
commitment: top 
management withdraws 
from the KM initiative as 
soon as problems are 
encountered.  

 

Content -Coverage: Knowledge 
is managed within silo-
oriented communities 
and thus prevents cross-
functional collaboration. 
 
-Format: Content format 
was not meaningful for 
the task at hand. 

-Relevance and currency: 
The content is not relevant 
or current to meet the needs 
of the users. Thus content is 
not capable of helping users 
to solve business problems. 

Knowledge 
distillation: Lack of 
method for distilling 
valuable knowledge 
from discussions. 

Project  
management 

-User involvement: 
There is a lack of user 
involvement within the 
KM initiative. Thus user 
requirements are poorly 
understood. 
 
-Conflict management: 
Lack of systematic 
method for solving 
conflicts between KM 
team stakeholders. 
 
 

-Lack of expertise: 
Implementation phase of the 
initiative lacks relevant 
business and technical 
expertise. 
 
-Rollout strategy: The KM 
project does not have a 
relevant rollout strategy.  
 
-Project evaluation: No 
systematic method for 
measuring the success of the 
initiated KM project. 

Project costs: The 
overall costs related 
to the KM project 
exceed anticipated 
costs. 
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As the results indicate, each phase in the KM lifecycle was afflicted by some of 

the failure factors. Cultural failure factors were considered as the most significant 

failure factors. Results also indicate that, while technology should not dominate 

the KM initiative, technology-related factors still are not trivial - expanded IT 

maintenance costs and undercapacity of IT infrastructure were both identified as 

failure factors. (Chua & Lam 2005, p. 13-14)  

2.2.2 Buying the technology without clear purpose 

When a company is planning to implement a KM initiative, the focus on buying 

the technology first and only after that trying to figure out what to do with it, is a 

faulty approach which will likely to lead to failure of the initiative. The reason 

behind the limited success of most KM initiatives is an overwhelming attention on 

creating electronic means needed for capturing and storing information and 

improving communication. Instead of that, choosing the technology for the KM 

initiative should be based on a comprehensive understanding regarding learning, 

performance and business issues for which KM might act as a solution. 

(Rosenberg 2006, p. 109-110; Lubit 2001, p. 172) KM should address some 

specific business problem in order to ensure the success of the initiative – 

otherwise the initiative is likely to fail. Therefore, it is critically important to draw 

the linkage between theoretical KM principles and how they can be applied in 

practice. (Rosenberg 2006, p. 133)    

2.2.3 Believing that KM will be welcomed with open arms  

Implementation of KM will almost always require significant organizational and 

cultural changes within the company – and rarely does the instigator of this 

change meet a receptive audience. Typically, people do not always oppose 

changes for the sake of opposing, but they will do so in a situation when they find 

the change rather an imposition than an improvement for their personal work lives.  

In other words, employees are likely to oppose the change if they are not able to 

identify any improvements that this change would bring to their personal work. 

(Dalkir 2005, p. 185) Thus, during the KM implementation, it is important to put a 

high priority on convincing the personnel to embrace change. Methods of change 
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management should be used for supporting KM implementation and resolving 

conflicting interests that are associated to it. Change management has critical role, 

for example, in cultural transformation towards KM. Lack of change management 

perspective is a typical mistake in KM implementation which will result to failure 

to anticipate and manage different organizational and social mechanisms that are 

related to the changes in how knowledge assets should be utilized. (De Long & 

Seemann 2000, p. 37-38; du Plessis 2007, p. 95) 

2.2.4 Neglecting the cultural obstacles 

Even the most diligent efforts to establish a successful KM initiative may fail if 

the organization lacks culture which supports KM activities. From the cultural 

perspective, employees might oppose adoption of a knowledge sharing culture 

because knowledge is usually considered as a basis of power and respect. (Lubit 

2001, p. 172)  One of the key reasons why employees might hoard knowledge is 

that they are most often rewarded according to what they know, not what they 

share. (Dalkir 2005, p. 133) According to this “knowledge is power” syndrome 

ownership of knowledge is very important and sharing knowledge would only 

result to a personal power decrease and take time away from other responsibilities 

that are considered more important. In this kind of situation employees might also 

think that hoarding of knowledge would be an effective way for securing their 

career development. (Lubit 2001, p. 172; Dalkir 2005, p. 133; De Long & Fahey 

2000, p. 113) One of the best ways to address the issue of “knowledge is power” 

is to reassure that authorship and attribution of knowledge will be maintained – 

the one who created the knowledge object will not lose credit for one’s creation. 

(Dalkir 2005, p. 133) Secondly, “knowledge is power” syndrome can be also 

defeated by emphasizing team performance as compared to individual 

performance. (Arora 2002, p. 241)  

 

Lack of trust among employees can also create a significant cultural barrier that 

inhibits knowledge sharing. If employees do not trust each other, then they will 

most likely be highly sceptical about intentions of others and thus also be 

reluctant to share knowledge. This is why it is critical for companies to cultivate 
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culture of trust among employees in order to ensure success in KM. (Al-Mabrouk 

2006, p. 2) For example, ensuring occasional face-to-face interactions between 

employees is one effective method for enabling people to get to know each other 

and develop trust. (DeTienne et al. 2004, p. 31) 

 

Employees may not only refuse to share knowledge, they may also refuse to use 

knowledge that has been created by other employees. This cultural aspect is often 

called as “not invented here” paradigm – knowledge that has been developed 

elsewhere is not accepted. According to a benchmarking study of 150 companies 

in 1990s, the most significant reason for resistance to use knowledge created by 

others’ is that people can not put their own thumbprint to it. (Lubit 2001, p. 172; 

Liebowitz 1999, p. 39) The “not invented here” paradigm can be addressed, for 

example, by visibly communicating that only relying on individuals’ or groups’ 

own ideas is not desirable. Reward and recognition systems need also to be 

adjusted correspondingly in a way that they encourage utilization of knowledge 

created by others. (Gupta & Govindarajan 2000, p. 78) Cultural obstacles can also 

be created for example by stating that KM activities should be done on one’s own 

time or that involvement in KM activities could hamper one’s career development.  

(Lubit 2001, p. 172) As long as one’s career development is secured for not 

sharing knowledge, the change towards KM oriented culture will not occur. Thus, 

as a solution, employee performance evaluation and reward systems should 

consider knowledge sharing as one of the key performance and promotion 

criterions. (Dalkir 2005, p. 210) For example, in addition to traditional measures, 

the consultancy company Andersen Consulting also evaluates its staff’s 

performance based on how much they provide knowledge to the organization’s 

knowledge repositories and also how much they apply knowledge from those 

repositories. Andersen Consulting’s measurement system also takes into account 

the quality of content provided by the employees. (Liebowitz 1999, p. 39) As a 

summary, an important aspect regarding the crafting of the KM supportive 

corporate culture and overcoming the cultural barriers is that instead of 

punishments there are rewards to be awarded and positive career prospects to be 
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pursued for employees who actively take part in KM activities. (Dalkir 2005, p. 

133,210)  

 

Absorptive capacity means individual and organizational openness to change and 

innovation and the capability and preparedness for integrating it. If organization’s 

current absorptive capacity is weak, implementation of any significant cultural 

changes is very complicated. Regardless of the existing situation, the absorptive 

capacity of the organization can always be improved. First, recruitment of new 

employees should concentrate on hiring people based on their KM oriented values, 

such as openness to new ideas and eagerness to learn. Second, the absorptive 

capacity of existing employees can be improved by providing them with, for 

example, awareness seminars and training programs that concentrate on “out of 

the box” thinking. Organizational culture which does not tolerate mistakes and 

perceives requesting for help or collaboration as a sign of weakness and 

undesirable behaviour will greatly hinder any cultural change towards KM. 

Finally, lack of common language can also create a significant cultural barrier. 

Natural language barriers exist mainly in the multinational corporations but also 

differences between the technical and professional languages can create cultural 

barriers. For example, development of a knowledge dictionary is one good 

method for overcoming this kind of cultural barrier. (Dalkir 2005, p. 212)  Table 6. 

summarizes the different barriers to cultural change and the potential solutions for 

addressing these issues. 

 

Table 6. Cultural barriers and potential solutions. (Dalkir 2005, p. 210) 

Cultural Barrier Potential solution 

Lack of time and meeting places -Hold seminars and e-meetings 
 
-Redesign physical workspaces 

Status and rewards to knowledge owners -Establish incentives and include them in 
performance evaluations 
 
-Develop role models 

Lack of absorptive capacity -Hire for openness 
-Educate current workforce 

“Not invented here”-syndrome -Use non-hierarchical approach based on quality of 
ideas and not status of source 

Intolerance of mistakes and need for help, 
lack of trust 

-Accept and reward creativity and collaboration 
and ensure there is no loss of status for not 
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knowing everything 
Lack of common language (not only native 
language, but also engineer-speak vs. 
manager-speak) 

Establish a knowledge taxonomy and knowledge 
dictionary for knowledge content, standard formats, 
translators, metadata, and knowledge support staff 

 

2.2.5 Lack of shared understanding  

If not widely communicated, different functions and divisions of the company will 

develop their own understandings regarding what does the KM program of the 

company mean in practice – and these viewpoints are likely to significantly differ 

from each other. This leads to a situation where each function tries to seek how 

the KM program can maximize that specific function’s own benefits without 

caring about the other functions. For example IT department of the company may 

faultily expect that the established KM program will perfectly fit with the future 

vision of IT infrastructure that the people from that department have in mind. On 

the other hand, top management sees KM mainly in terms of how it can support 

fulfilment of strategic objectives. Naturally, every party involved tries to 

safeguard their own plans and investments. This issue can be solved by putting 

effort towards establishing shared understanding regarding the purposes and 

rationale of the KM program. The development of the shared understanding 

should be based on listening to the expectations, agendas, needs and wants of all 

the parties that are involved. (Storey & Barnett 2000, p. 154-155; De Long & 

Seemann 2000, p. 35) In terms of terminology, abstract and multidimensional 

nature of terms such as “knowledge” and “knowledge management” can result to 

misinterpretations and conceptual confusion which may lead to serious conflicts 

between departments or business units. Therefore, shared understanding regarding 

KM terms and language should also be reached. (De Long & Seemann 2000, p. 

34) 

2.2.6 Inadequate content 

Content should be considered as a heart of any KM initiative. Failure of a KM 

initiative can follow, for example, from content which is in wrong format, not 

relevant, outdated or has not sufficient coverage. (Chua & Lam 2005, p. 14)  

Moreover, regarding leveraging explicit knowledge held in databases, inadequate 
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categorization of knowledge and lack of quality control are likely to make 

retrieving the relevant information held in databases a very time-consuming 

process and thus deteriorate users’ willingness to use those KM systems. (Lubit 

2001, p. 173)  Even if the KM initiative has a great KM culture, technology and 

efficient processes in place, the KM initiative is still unlikely to succeed if the 

provided content is not regarded as useful. Hence, it is important to address the 

content issues at the beginning of the initiative. These issues include, for example, 

understanding who the KM users are, what issues they encounter, where they 

usually search and find solutions to their problems and how their needs can be 

addressed. (Chua & Lam 2005, p. 14) As earlier discussed in section 2.1.1, many 

of the abovementioned issues can be addressed by conducting a knowledge audit 

at the beginning of the KM initiative. 

 

The quality of content provided by the users of KM systems should be evaluated, 

for example, by subject matter experts, each of whom is assigned responsible for 

ensuring that the content that can be found from a certain database is of a high 

quality and up-to-date. (Arora 2002, p. 242) Ensuring that the content is 

appropriate involves understanding of, for example, what kind of content is 

needed and where and how it can be made accessible and available. It is important 

that these issues are addressed at the beginning of KM the initiative. (du Plessis 

2007, p. 96) To give a practical example regarding this theme, according to Chait 

(1999) a well known “amazon.com” style system that can track users’ behaviour 

is one way for analyzing patterns of usage in the light of users’ characteristics and 

professional backgrounds. This system was actually implemented by a 

consultancy company and it has been used for analyzing the relevancy of content 

through providing answers to the following questions: 

 

“-What content is being used and by whom? 

-Would it be valuable to provide additional, similar content to these people? 

-Are there other people who should be using such content but are not? 

-How can we advertise and leverage this content to those additional potential 

users? 
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-Is there content that we believe to be valuable that is not being used at all? 

-Can we determine why and correct the problem? 

-What content, after all attempts to leverage it, remains unused and hence is 

subject to deletion?” (Chait 1999, p. 25)   

2.2.7 Organizational structure inhibits knowledge sharing 

Structural elements have often had an unintended consequence of inhibiting 

knowledge sharing, collaboration and other KM activities across internal 

organizational boundaries. Effective sharing of knowledge is prevented, for 

example, if the organizational structure promotes such individualistic behaviour 

where teams, divisions and functions are put to rivalry positions and in which they 

are rewarded for hoarding of knowledge. For addressing this issue, it is important 

to design organizational structures for flexibility. Flexible organizational 

structures will also address the problem of gradual tendency of teams to become 

silos where they do not even know what the other teams are doing. Knowledge 

sharing might also be prevented if there does not exist any dedicated collaboration 

processes for teams and units. This can create a situation where teams do not 

know about the knowledge needs of other teams. (Gold et al. 2001, p. 188; Arora 

2002, p. 241-242)   

2.3 Cultural change towards knowledge management 

This section focuses on how to trigger cultural change towards KM. Practical 

aspects on how to encourage sharing of knowledge are of a special interest in the 

following section. The most significant factors for cultural evolvement towards 

KM include two critical aspects: rewards and leadership. 

2.3.1 Rewards 

As discussed in section 2.1.6, KM activities such as sharing of knowledge should 

be rewarded. In order to encourage knowledge sharing and collaboration, the 

rewards should be based on group rather than individual performance. In this 

situation, an individual’s superior performance compared to others would not 

affect his or her rewards if the other people from the same group had sub-par 
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performance. Hence, focusing on the group based rewards should encourage 

individuals with superior knowledge to actively share their insights with their 

colleagues because this will enable everyone, including the superior individual 

who is sharing the relevant knowledge, to reap the benefits. In addition, incentives 

that are linked to such demanding performance goals that can be influenced but 

can not be achieved without collaboration should encourage sharing of knowledge 

among employees. From a negative viewpoint, the group based incentives may 

encourage some people to underperform and rely that individuals with superior 

knowledge will do the required task. The problem of underperformers could be 

addressed by increasing peer-pressure by making individual behaviour visible 

within a group. In addition, groups could even be empowered to expel 

underperformers. (Liebowitz 1999, p. 39; Gupta & Govindarajan 2000, p. 77, 79; 

Lubit 2001, p. 173; Hauschild, Licht & Stein 2001, p. 77) 

2.3.2 Leadership 

Leadership refers to directing, motivating and inspiring employees of the 

company. In general, leadership has a critical role in evolving company’s culture 

towards KM. Leaders of the company can send strong cultural messages to the 

personnel and initiate a significant impact on organizational culture by telling 

influential stories and by setting an example by themselves regarding how one 

should behave. For example Bob Buckman, the chairman of Buckman 

Laboratories, sent the company’s personnel a strong cultural message when he 

personally started contributing to the company’s knowledge transfer network, 

K’Netix. His exemplifying behaviour has for sure helped the use of the K’Netix 

system to become a part of the daily knowledge culture at Buckman Laboratories. 

In addition, what leaders pay attention to, measure and how they react to crises 

can also send strong cultural messages to the employees of the company. These 

kind of messages communicate what kind of behaviour and activities are 

important and desirable in an organization. It is also believed that cultivating trust 

is a key enabler in creating a KM oriented culture and that effective leadership can 

act as a solution for addressing it. (Ribiere & Sitar 2003, p. 41-42; Liebowitz 
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1999, p. 39; Lubit 2001, p. 173; Pan & Scarbrough 1998, p. 59; Ribiere & Sitar 

2003, p. 39, 42-43)  

2.3.3 Additional ways for supporting KM culture  

In addition to abovementioned methods, cultural change towards KM can also be 

encouraged, for example, through hiring people based on their KM oriented 

values and by instituting informal KM get-togethers for employees. Planning of 

these gatherings should include redesign of workplaces to allow such activities. 

Furthermore, newsletters could be produced for publicizing, for example, KM 

initiatives, stories, successes or lessons learned. Finally, launching KM pilot 

projects is also a useful method for encouraging cultural transformation towards 

KM.  (Lubit 2001, p. 173; Davenport & Prusak 1998, p. 154; Dalkir 2005, p. 195, 

212)  

2.4 Encouraging Adoption of Knowledge Management  

Encouraging KM adoption among the personnel of the company is an important 

requirement and success factor for effective KM implementation. Successful KM 

implementation requires people’s participation to KM activities and their buy-in 

of KM at a company broad scale. (McKenzie, Truc & van Winkelen 2001, p. 115)  

In this section, relevant methods for lowering the barriers to KM adoption are 

described. In this context, the term “KM adoption” is considered as winning 

commitment to KM activities. First, key aspects that impact the prospects of 

winning commitment are introduced. Then, concrete methods for winning 

commitment are presented at individual, group and organizational levels.  

2.4.1 Key aspects impacting the prospects of winning commitment 

Winning commitment to KM activities has proved to be not a trivial process 

especially as the benefits of KM to an individual are sometimes unclear. New 

initiatives launched by a company can also confront plausibility problems, as 

employees might already be used to initiatives that promise improved business 

performance but in practice only consume employees’ precious working time 

without adding any value. Even in a case when the commitment to KM is evident, 
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it is typically fragile from its nature and can be easily destroyed by faulty 

management actions and behaviour. The fragility of commitment to KM, 

especially at the top management level, results from the young age of the KM 

concept itself – there are few clear experience-based evidences that KM can 

improve business performance. Hence, when top management commits to KM, 

the commitment is rather based on emotional “leap of faith” than rational 

justification. This is why even small setbacks in the KM initiative may totally 

destroy management commitment to KM. In addition, the effectiveness of 

motivational mechanisms for developing commitment to KM activities weaken if 

employees are already members of several other work groups and thus do not 

have time to participate in any other work groups.  (McKenzie et al. 2001, p. 115, 

119-120)  

 

Basically, the strength of a person’s commitment depends on how external 

demands fit with internal values, beliefs, desires and attitudes of the person. 

Commitment to anything is basically created by three different drivers: 1) 

individual’s internal belief in something, 2) adherence to personal value such as 

collaboration, trustworthiness, respect or accountability and 3) some external 

motivator to act consistently with commitment. Commitment can be emotional or 

intellectual from its nature. For example, a person can logically rationalise a need 

for commitment without feeling fully committed. On the other hand, a person can 

also feel committed without logically justifying the need for being committed. 

Emotional commitment can be build, for example, in a situation when a person 

has emotional attachment to an organization and its goals. The strongest form of 

commitment is likely to be achieved through combining both, emotional and 

intellectual, approaches to building commitment. Commitment can also be 

approached through an exchange theory where commitment is considered as an 

intellectual transaction in which person’s willingness to be committed depends on 

the returns what they can expect to get from the exchange. The approach to 

commitment through exchange theory directly leads to the important role of 

motivating rewards and incentives in building commitment towards KM activities. 

(McKenzie et al. 2001, p. 116-117) 
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Three contexts for commitment exist based on the level of activity: 1) individual, 

2) group and 3) organizational context. In each of the abovementioned contexts, 

commitment builds in a spiral like a tensed spring. Commitment is a complex 

response which is stimulated by interaction between emotions, rational 

justification and the context. As illustrated in figure 4. (next page), managing 

commitment to KM activities requires managing complexity of three interlocking 

spirals of forces that are involved with building commitment to KM activities. 

(McKenzie et al. 2001, p. 121) According to McKenzie et al. (2001), the tensions 

are a result of three interlocking and conflicting drivers that affect the building of 

commitment:  

 

1) Emotional vs. intellectual: Emotional and intellectual commitment form 

the basis of any commitment and thus need continuous reinforcement. 

2) Implicit motivators vs. explicit incentives: These are the drivers of building 

commitment that need to be managed. Implicit motivators can be 

considered as background influences and internal motivation that 

conditions behaviour. In contrast, explicit incentives are external and 

tangible incentives that are targeted at achieving some certain outcomes. 

3) Positive feedback vs. learning from mistakes: These are the outcomes of 

activities that affect the ongoing emotional and rational climate of 

commitment. Learning from mistakes is important and it should be done in 

a constructive manner. On the other hand, sometimes people need to hear 

success stories for developing confidence to tackle future issues. Thus, in 

addition to learning from failures, it is also equally important to share 

successes. 
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Figure 4. Contexts and tensions of building commitment. (McKenzie et al. 

2001, p. 121) 

 

For building commitment to KM, all of the contexts involved should be addressed 

because together these contexts can have impact on each other – for example, lack 

of commitment at the organizational level can cause lack of commitment at the 

individual level of the company. In addition, all of the abovementioned tensions 

should also be addressed by delivering consistent and reinforcing messages at all 

of the different levels of commitment. (McKenzie et al. 2001, p. 118-199, 121) 

 

As a summary, commitment is a process that incorporates both emotional and 

intellectual aspects. Both, external incentives and internal motivation are needed 

for building commitment. Commitment can be maintained by offering positive 

feedback regarding the results of KM activities and by learning from mistakes. 

(McKenzie et al. 2001, p. 115)    

2.4.2 Methods for winning commitment to KM 

First of all, it is unrealistic to assume that “one solution fits all” solution for 

winning commitment to KM activities exists. In addition, the process of building 

commitment is complex as it should be a cumulative process of efforts towards 

several directions. (McKenzie et al. 2001, p. 122)  According to a research 
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conducted by McKenzie et al. (2001) the most important factor for ensuring end-

user commitment to KM is making sure that there is wide understanding and 

recognition of the value that KM can bring to the company. An efficient method 

for building commitment to KM among top management is providing them a 

business case that links investment in a KM initiative to strategic returns to be 

generated. Furthermore, as already discussed in section 2.1.7, utilization of a KM 

measurement system can also help in communicating the value of KM for 

management of the company. (Skyrme & Amidon 1998, p. 20) Other key points 

considering development of commitment to KM that emerged from the research 

conducted by McKenzie et al. (2001) were the following: 

 

1) Individual commitment to KM is linked with the commitment from top 

management. Leadership action and demonstrable commitment to KM 

activities is a very useful method for communicating the value of KM to 

the personnel of the company. 

 

2) Middle management should get involved with conducting the business 

case, as it enables global (top management) and local (supervisors, work 

groups) commitment to develop simultaneously.  

 

3) Allocating enough resources and capital for the KM initiative is a tangible 

evidence that top management is committed to KM. In addition, 

establishing KM champion roles communicates the importance of KM to 

the company. 

 

4) Those involved with the KM initiative should be recognized and rewarded 

for their KM oriented behaviour as it creates a basis for behavioural 

commitment and changes attitudes. 

 

As a solution to facilitate the development of commitment to KM activities, table 

7. can be used as a checklist for monitoring commitment to KM activities as it 

contains a comprehensive set of success factors for effective KM adoption at 
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individual, group and organizational levels. The checklist is also useful for 

identifying gaps and contradictions regarding development of commitment to KM 

at the different levels. The horizontal components of the checklist matrix represent 

the contexts involved with building commitment to KM and the vertical 

components of the checklist matrix refer to the forces which affect building 

commitment to KM. (McKenzie et al. 2001, p. 199, 122, 124) 

 
Table 7. Checklist for monitoring commitment to KM activities. (McKenzie 

et al. 2001, p. 123-124) 

 Organizational level Group level Individual level 

Perception: 
Emotional 
drivers 

-Knowledge sharing is a 
cultural norm and is 
recognised through the 
performance management 
system. (evidence 
including the behaviours 
of those selected for 
promotion) 
 
-Leaders act with vision 
and personally commit 
time and energy to 
support KM. 

-Influential champions 
encourage participation 
in KM. 
 
-Teams involved with 
KM share common 
goals and conscious 
effort is made to build a 
positive team spirit.  

-The value and 
relevance of KM to an 
individual’s role is 
clearly evidenced and 
felt. 
 
-Initiatives take into 
consideration the values, 
agendas and needs of 
individuals from across 
the organization. 

Perception: 
Intellectual 
drivers 

-The costs, benefits and 
value of KM are 
measured and widely 
communicated. 
 
-The business case for 
KM is built using 
concrete examples of the 
benefits that will be 
achieved, collected from 
across the organization. 

-Middle managers 
deliver a consistent 
message that they are 
committed to KM. 
 
-The benefits of 
collaborative working 
are well understood and 
communicated. (For 
example, increased 
speed, quality, better 
resource utilization etc.) 

-Presentations, training 
and other 
communication media 
are used to explain and 
demonstrate the benefits 
of effective KM. 
 
-Influential people, 
stories, examples and 
successes from pilot 
projects used to 
communicate KM value. 

Behaviour: 
Implicit 
motivators 

-Knowledge sharing, 
trust, collaborative 
working and integrity are 
explicitly included in a 
statement of the values or 
ethics of the organization. 
 
-Long service and loyalty 
to the organization are 
recognised and rewarded. 
 
-Charismatic leaders 
enthuse and encourage 
knowledge sharing 
activities. 

-Project/initiative 
overload is avoided by 
managing the 
participation of groups 
in different initiatives. 
 
-Groups define their 
values for the project at 
outset. 

-Recruit and develop 
individuals with values 
that are consistent with 
knowledge sharing. 
 
-Individuals involved 
with KM activities are 
given appropriate 
authority to match their 
responsibility. 
 
-Individuals feel 
comfortable about 
experimenting. 
 
-People feel that they 
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trust others enough to 
share knowledge. 

Behaviour: 
Explicit 
motivators 

-Leaders ensure that 
appropriate 
resources/funds are 
allocated to KM activities. 
 
-Knowledge sharing and 
reuse is recognised 
through the reward 
system. 

-Group rewards are 
used to allow everyone 
to share in successes. 
 
-The success of groups 
using good KM 
practices are publicly 
recognised. 

-Individual level reward 
and recognition schemes 
are present and used. 
 
-Emotional reciprocity 
is encouraged by 
rewarding good 
behaviour in advance of 
involvement in KM. (for 
example, training, 
special assignments etc.) 

Outcomes: 
Learning 
from 
mistakes 

-Technology, systems and 
processes are in place to 
avoid ‘reinventing the 
wheel’. 

-After-action-reviews 
are conducted in a ‘no-
blame’ and constructive 
manner. 

-Individuals are given 
time and support to 
reflect on their work and 
learning. (for example 
using mentoring) 

Outcomes: 
Positive 
feedback 

-The benefits of KM are 
measured and publicised 
(for example, using an 
intangible asset monitor) 
to build support for future 
activities.  

-Status and recognition 
are given to groups 
developing or 
implementing KM to 
encourage further 
participation. 

-There is clear evidence 
of acting upon 
individual’s ideas and 
suggestions for 
improved KM practice 
in the organization. 

 

2.5 Personal Knowledge Management 

As discussed in section 2.1.3, one potential way for integrating KM with 

employees’ daily work activities is by utilizing personal knowledge management 

(PKM) methods. In this section, the concept of PKM is presented. First, I describe 

what PKM means. Second, I compare PKM with organizational KM and point out 

how they are connected to each other. Third, I describe the skills that are needed 

for effective utilization of PKM and PKM tools.  Finally, I present how 

companies can utilize PKM in practice with the help of various different kinds of 

PKM tools. 

2.5.1 Concept of PKM 

KM can succeed only if every employee takes a personal responsibility for what 

he/she knows and does not know. Thus, management should cultivate a climate in 

which everyone has a reason to share knowledge and in which everyone can do so 

easily by making use of a well-planned infrastructure. (Barth 2004, p. 7) PKM is a 

conceptual framework that consists of technology, personal skills, processes and 

methodology. PKM approach to KM intends increase individual employees’ own 
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productivity by providing them with tools and techniques for overcoming 

information overload which they encounter in their daily work lives. PKM can be 

also defined as a collection of processes that individual employees need to do in 

order to seek, create, access, share, collect, organize and apply information as a 

part of their daily work activities. From its core, PKM is oriented to whatever is 

required to make individual employees’ work performance better, their work lives 

easier and their workload more controllable. (Tsui 2002, p. 6; Sinclair 2008, p. 26; 

Jefferson 2006, p. 36) 

2.5.2 Comparing and connecting PKM and organizational KM 

Traditional, organizational KM is typically organized in a “top-down” manner. In 

this kind of approach, objectives of the organization are imposed towards the end-

users. Organizational KM also typically focuses on creating an environment for 

generation, distribution and application of knowledge. In contrast, PKM is 

oriented towards “bottom-up” approach – individuals are empowered and the 

focus is on improving individual employees’ own work performance. This means 

that individuals are given the authority to choose, for example, what information 

to collect, how to structure it and with whom to share it. The result of this 

approach is that individuals’ can handle and utilize their own knowledge in a 

meaningful and easily exploitable manner. In practice, individuals’ ability to 

utilize personal knowledge in a meaningful way improves, for example, decision-

making, problem solving and productivity. While compared to traditional, 

organizational KM, PKM shifts the responsibility for personal learning and 

knowledge sharing from the organizational level to the individual level. Individual 

benefits of PKM will also create benefits at the organizational level as 

organizational productivity increases resulting from individuals’ improved 

effectiveness and ability to collaborate. (Jefferson 2006, p. 35-37; Agnihotri & 

Troutt 2009, p. 332)  

 

Despite the fact that employees understand the importance of organizational KM 

systems, much of the knowledge utilized is still actually retained by personal 

systems. For any organizational KM initiative to succeed, PKM and 
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organizational KM should be linked. It is critically important that individual 

knowledge workers are provided the means, i.e. skills and tools, for managing 

knowledge at a personal level. This can be done for example, by incorporating 

individual preferences and working styles to organizational KM. As PKM tools 

are bottom-up tools they represent immediate and visible benefits in terms of 

increased productivity and thus they lower the technological and sociological 

barriers that are typically related to top-down, organization-wide KM programs. 

Hence, utilization of PKM tools can also facilitate overall acceptance of 

organizational KM programs. (InsideKnowledge 2004, Tsui 2002, p. 6, 9-10) 

While further comparing PKM and organizational KM, it is evident that they both 

have their own success factors for successful implementation. Because PKM 

concentrates on individual employees, it is not affected, for example, by the 

“knowledge is power” syndrome or by the other cultural issues that traditionally 

cause problems to organizational KM initiatives. (Tsui 2002, p. 8) 

 

At the organizational level of the company, PKM should be considered as a 

critical part to any employee development programme. The value that can be 

achieved through utilizing PKM lies in improved motivation of employees as they 

are given the tools and methods for making their working lives easier and more 

efficient. As a result, at the organizational level this might lead, for example, to 

reduced hiring and training costs. In addition, utilizing PKM can act as a way to 

prevent losing of knowledge as employee turnover-rates get lower resulting from 

the fact that employees are more satisfied with the work arrangements provided 

by the company. Ultimately it can be expected that PKM efforts will deliver 

increased revenue, lower costs and better overall outcomes as individual increases 

in productivity reflect and unifies at the organizational level. (InsideKnowledge 

2004) 

2.5.3 PKM skills 

As with KM in general, state-of-art PKM technologies and tools are not enough 

for gaining benefits from PKM. While utilizing PKM-methods, individuals must 

have sufficient information management skills that enable them to, for example, 
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process, filter, store, structure, retrieve and share information. (Jefferson 2006, p. 

36) PKM can be utilized effectively only if the end-users have appropriate skills 

to use PKM tools in a right way. In other words, there should be a fit between 

PKM skills and PKM tools. (Agnihotri & Troutt 2009, p. 330) Dorsey (2000) has 

identified seven critical information skills that are fundamental to PKM activities. 

In addition, Barth (2004) added valuable insight to Dorsey’s work. By combining 

both authors’ contributions, the seven critical PKM skills are the following: 

 

1) Accessing information & ideas: This skill focuses on effective information 

retrieval and coping with information overload. In practice, this skill 

includes concepts such as framing inquiry, widening and narrowing one’s 

search, Boolean logic and iterative search practices and having knowledge 

about effective keywords and premises of different search tools. (Dorsey 

2000) Accessing information means locating, identifying, retrieving and 

viewing documents and data to discover knowledge that is embedded in 

them. Accessing ideas refers to learning, inquiring and searching of 

subject matter experts and other colleagues in the network who can 

provide help. Regarding this first PKM skill, asking is a critical skill as 

well as the ability to navigate and structure enormous landscapes of 

explicit knowledge. (Barth 2004, p. 5) 

2) Evaluating information & ideas: This skill concentrates on finding 

relevant and valuable information from widely available information that 

is not filtered. Regarding this second PKM skill, identifying and validating 

authoritative sources is critical in terms of bodies of information and 

persons. Evaluating information & ideas is rather skill than tool dependant 

process. Evaluating can be done as a part of the information retrieval 

process or after it. (Dorsey 2000; Barth 2004, p.5) 

3) Organizing information & ideas: Organizing information to folders in 

order to give structure to work can be done in several ways, such as, by 

making use of chronological or functional principles. Organizing 

information alleviates individual’s learning process by facilitating the 

connection of new information to old information within the human 
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processing system. Organizing information is vital and it includes finding 

patterns, trends and relationships from the information in hand. Organizing 

information and ideas is typically a very personal process: someone use 

voice recorders and others like to write notes in diaries. Organizing 

information and ideas demands good discarding and outlining skills but it 

can be greatly facilitated by making use of search, categorization and 

indexing technologies. (Dorsey 2000; Barth 2004, p. 5-6) 

4) Collaborating around information & ideas: This skill focuses on 

collaborating around information and it includes various principles, such 

as emotional intelligence, relationship management and leadership. (Barth 

2004 p. 6) 

5) Analyzing information & ideas: The skill of analyzing information builds 

on organizing of information and analytical techniques. This skill is 

critical for the process of converting information into knowledge. (Dorsey 

2000; Barth 2004, p. 6) 

6) Conveying information & ideas: This skill focuses on presenting 

information to others through well-planned design and effective 

communication. It involves understanding of the audience and also 

purposes of the presentation, i.e. how it relates to audience. (Dorsey 2000) 

7) Securing information & ideas: The skill of securing information focuses 

on framing tradeoffs regarding security. In practice this means that 

individuals’ need to be able to outline opportunities and risks relating to 

sharing of knowledge or information. (Dorsey 2000) Self-discipline and 

threat awareness are critical skills associated to this final PKM skill. 

(Barth 2004, p. 6) 

 

Table 8. (next page) presents skills incorporated to each PKM skill and possible 

tool candidates for utilizing each PKM skill.  
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Table 8. PKM skills and corresponding tool candidates. (Barth 2004, p. 6, 

modified)   

PKM skill Skills Tools 

Accessing Information & 

Ideas 

-Question formation 

-Search techniques 

-Research strategies 

-Inquiry 

-“Know the map” 

-Desktop search 

-Contact database 

-Wireless email, phones, Web 

Evaluating Information & 

Ideas 

-Source identification, 

qualification & cultivation 

-Validation 

-Judgement 

-Intuition, feeling 

-Collaborative filtering 

-Rating services 

-Trusted recommendations & 

references 

Organizing Information & 

Ideas 

-Email filtering 

-Discarding 

-Outlining 

-Networking 

-Voice, character recognition 

-Journals, diaries, calendars 

-Indexers, links, bookmarks 

-Personal & enterprise portals 

-Databases 

Collaborating around 

Information & Ideas 

-Emotional intelligence 

-Facilitation 

-Relationship management 

-Leadership 

-Messaging 

-Collaboration applications 

-Mobile communications 

-Whiteboards 

-Water coolers 

Analyzing Information & 

Ideas 

-Analytical techniques 

-Testing hypothesis 

-Summarizers 

-Spreadsheets 

-Visualization tools 

Conveying Information & 

Ideas 

-Written word 

-Spoken word 

-What’s left unspoken 

-Office suites: word processing, 

spreadsheets, presentations, 

databases, HTML editors etc. 

Securing Information & 

Ideas 

-Self-discipline 

-Threat awareness 

-Access controls 

-Passwords & encryption 

-Virus filters & firewalls 

 

2.5.4 Methods for utilizing PKM 

There are various tools and techniques available for supporting PKM. PKM tools 

are significantly different while compared to traditional, organizational KM tools 
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because they are based on a bottom-up approach. Thus, PKM tools are easily 

installable by end-users, for example, on laptops or personal handheld devices. 

Typically they are also inexpensive and can be run on standard operating systems 

such as Windows. (Tsui 2002, p. 9) 

 

PKM tools should be simple to use and they should support employees in 

acquiring, creating and sharing knowledge, extending personal networks and 

collaborating with colleagues. (Barth 2004, p. 7) PKM tools can be divided in 

nine different categories: index/search, meta-search, associative links, information 

capturing and sharing, concept/mind mapping, e-mail management & analysis and 

unified messaging, voice recognition, collaboration and synchronization and 

learning. (Tsui 2002, p. 10) Next, all the different PKM tool categories are 

presented:  

 

Index/Search: These tools are used for indexing local or networked drives. Tools 

from this category support various types of searching, including keyword, full-text, 

natural language and Boolean searching. (Tsui 2002, p. 11) 

 

Meta-search: Tools from this category distribute a search request to several 

different search engines in order to make searching more effective. These tools 

can also combine search results, eliminate “dead” and duplicate links, rank results 

based on given criteria and present the (combined) search result to the user. (Tsui 

2002, p. 11) 

 

Associative links: These tools work as online dictionaries to selective topics on the 

Web by, for example, showing hypertext links when a document is being edited. 

(Tsui 2002, p. 11) 

 

Information capturing and sharing: Tools from this category facilitate users’ work 

in collecting, copying and pasting information from various web sources and 

documents to form new documents. In this context, information can be, for 

example, text, pictures, diagrams or links to web pages. Many tools from this 
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category are also able to alert users when new information is being added on the 

original sources. Some of the tools from this category can also make use of 

Artificial Intelligence (AI).  These AI tools are capable of retrieving data and 

information from various sources. (Tsui 2002, p. 11-12) 

 

Concept/Mind mapping: These tools are basically visualization tools that can be 

used for capturing, organizing and presenting ideas in form of concepts and 

relations. These tools also typically support navigational features such as 

searching and zooming. (Tsui 2002, p. 12) 

 

E-Mail management, analysis and unified messaging: E-mail management and 

analysis tools act as a response to steadily increasing amount of e-mail messaging 

and the handling problems resulting from this “email overload”. These tools are 

used for filtering, categorizing and diverting incoming e-mail messages and as 

with the information capturing and sharing tools, they are also capable of making 

use of AI. Popularity of unified messaging is growing. These tools are capable of 

integrating e-mail messages, Short Message Services (SMS) messages, faxes and 

voice mails into a centralized repository. After that, users are able to manipulate 

and handle these messages by using single set of commands. (Tsui 2002, p. 12-13) 

 

Voice recognition: Unlike other types of PKM tools, these tools accept verbal 

commands as input. Tools from this category typically help users, for example, to 

send instructions to the operating system, manipulate files in folders or directories, 

or create and send e-mail messages. The power of these tools lies in the fact that 

they are capable of supporting PKM tools from other categories. Thus, these tools 

can provide a voice-driven interface to a set of PKM tools. (Tsui 2002, p. 13) 

 

Collaboration and synchronization: Tools from this category support knowledge 

sharing among groups of people. In practice, these tools can be discussion forums, 

mailing lists or electronic bulletin boards that are accessible via Internet/Intranet. 

In this context, synchronization means that Peer-to-Peer (P2P) technologies are 
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utilized in order to coordinate content of various different work spaces across 

multiple devices. (Tsui 2002, p. 14) 

 

Learning: These tools facilitate employees to take control of their own learning 

process. Learning oriented PKM tools can also, for example, assist conducting of 

training and tracking accumulation of competencies. (Tsui 2002, p. 14) 

 

For a summary, table 9. presents alignment of different PKM tool categories with 

typical knowledge processes. 

 

Table 9.  Alignment between PKM tool categories and knowledge processes. 

(Tsui 2002, p. 10-11) 

 Creation Codification/ 

Representation 

Classification/ 

Indexing 

Search & 

Filter 

Share/ 

Distribute 

Index/Search   X X X 

Meta-Search   X X X 

Associative 

Links 

X X X   

Information 

capturing and 

sharing 

X X X  X 

Concept/Mind 

mapping 

X X    

E-Mail 

management, 

analysis and 

unified 

messaging 

 X X X X 

Voice 

recognition 

 X    

Collaboration 

and 

synchronization 

 X   X 

Learning X  X   
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Despite that effective bottom-up tools and techniques are important for PKM, they 

should not be considered as the centre point - the main focus should be on how 

these tools and techniques can facilitate the process of finding solutions for 

employees’ needs and problems. (Agnihotri & Troutt 2009, p. 335) PKM tools 

should simultaneously be able to support a wide spectrum of behavioural patterns 

and organizational needs and also address the needs of specific knowledge tasks. 

(Tsui 2002, p. 15) 

2.6 Synthesis of the literature review 

According to du Plessis (2007) there will never be a specific blueprint for KM 

implementation because of the uniqueness of organizations, their environments 

and their cultures. However, there are widely known success and failure factors, 

addressing of which will enhance the prospects of successful KM adoption, and 

further, KM implementation. I have now represented these factors extensively in 

the form of a literature review. According to du Plessis (2007) organizations 

ability to be flexible and adaptability to take separate KM success and failure 

factors into account is a high-level critical success factor as itself.  

 

Based on the literature review, I suggest a framework for discussing KM 

implementation. This framework is presented in figure 5. (next page) 
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Figure 5. A framework for understanding what constitutes successful 

implementation of KM. 

 

From its core, the framework emphasizes that ensuring KM adoption is the 

defining factor for effective KM implementation. Successful KM adoption 

requires that critical KM implementation success and failure factors have been 

addressed. Concentrating on the KM implementation success factors and not 

focusing on the failure factors at all or vice versa is not sufficient – the factors 

from both categories need to be addressed for ensuring effective KM adoption and 

implementation. In addition, there are also specific success factors for KM 

adoption at individual, group and organizational levels. These should be also 

addressed as well in order to ensure effective KM adoption and implementation. 
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As discussed earlier, too often KM implementation efforts are focused on 

provision of the necessary IT arrangements while human aspects of KM are 

neglected. This framework has been build from an alternative mindset – 

effectiveness of KM implementation is strongly linked to effectiveness of KM 

adoption. In other words, this framework considers that the critical point in KM 

implementation is how well individuals, groups and organizations are encouraged 

to build commitment to KM. This linkage forces one to strongly concentrate on 

human aspects of KM while implementing KM. To give a practical example about 

the logic, within the context of this framework, addressing the IT aspects that 

were discussed in the literature review is mainly considered as an enabling factor 

for effective KM adoption - employees are more likely to adopt KM if the 

provided KM tools and systems are efficient, intuitive and easy to use.  
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3 Research methodology  

The overall research strategy for this thesis is explanatory, exploratory case study. 

In this context, the term “explanatory” means explaining phenomenon and the 

complex reasons behind it, and the term “exploratory” means that the research 

focuses on creating new theory as a result. The research design is a single-case 

study which means that the research will focus on a one particular case. (Eriksson 

& Koistinen 2005) The primary unit of analysis consists of individuals who are 

working at the case company. In order to bring the research to a more holistic 

level and because two separate groups of individuals are compared to each other 

as a part of evaluation of the questionnaire results, secondary unit of analysis is 

two separate groups of people. (Based on questionnaire respondents’ professional 

backgrounds, they were divided into “Knowledge management expert” and “Sales 

expert” groups.)   The main research question for the case study is why knowledge 

management adoption has encountered problems at the case company. The main 

research question was chosen as there have been problems in KM adoption within 

the organization and this study’s main goal is to deliver explanations and solutions 

to these issues. 

3.1 Data collection and sampling 

For the purposes of this study I will leverage two kinds of data collection methods 

for collecting all the relevant data: online questionnaires and semi-structured 

interviews. Alongside the interviews and questionnaires, internal documents will 

be used as a secondary data source for the study. Internal documents will help, for 

example, in designing the study and in defining relevant preconceptions for the 

data collection procedures in order to ensure that relevant questions are asked 

from the interview and questionnaire participants.  

3.1.1 Interviews 

Interviewing was the most important data collection method for this research. 

During the research project, a total of 22 interviews were arranged with 22 

individual interviewees. All the interviewees that were chosen had three common 
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factors: 1) their work is knowledge-intensive, 2) they are aware of the KM 

activities of the case company, 3) they know about the principles of KM in 

general.  The CKO of the case company also participated to an interview. 

 

Interviews were used for collecting valuable insight regarding the following 

questions:  

1) For which general purposes KM is needed at the case company? 

2) How well are the KM activities supported by the case company? 

3) Are the provided arrangements sufficient for easy adoption of KM among the 

employees?  

4) What are the main reasons that discourage individuals to take part in KM 

activities?  

5) What should be done to overcome these issues? 

 

All of the interviews were done between June 6 2009 and August 22 2009. 

Interviews were mainly arranged as semi-structured interviews and they typically 

lasted from 30 minutes to 1 hour. Interviewees were selected based on a list that 

was conducted by the thesis project coordinator from the case company. 

Interviewees were selected in a way that they represented different functions and 

regions of the case company. During the interviews, I also asked interviewees if 

they had some other potential interviewees in mind who could contribute to this 

study. Therefore, some of the interviewee selections were done based on other 

interviewees’ recommendations.  Two different interview structures were utilized 

for matching with the interviewees’ professional backgrounds: first interview 

structure was for people who were considered as experts in KM. Second interview 

structure was for people who worked in the sales organization of the company but 

who still knew principles of KM in general and who, most importantly, still had 

unique insights to be shared about the KM environment and KM issues of the case 

company. When comparing the two interview structures to each other, many 

questions remained the same – the most difficult KM questions were left for the 

KM experts. Most of the time, the latter interview structure was utilized. 
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3.1.2 Online questionnaires 

As a part of the case study, two online questionnaires were implemented and the 

results from these questionnaires acted as a secondary data source for this 

research. During the study, two separate online questionnaires were utilized in 

order to match the opening questions with respondents’ professional backgrounds: 

one questionnaire structure was designed for KM experts and the other was 

designed for sales people (who still were familiar with KM). Both questionnaires 

contained both, structured as well as open-ended questions. Questionnaire 

invitations were sent to potential respondents via email by making use of mailing 

lists. The questionnaire invitation for sales people was directed to people who 

were working in the solution sales management organization of the company and 

the questionnaire invitation for KM people was sent to people that were members 

of case company’s internal KM community which is based on volunteering.  The 

actual questionnaires were implemented on LUT’s (Lappeenranta University of 

Technology) Webropol questionnaire platform. All of the questionnaire questions 

were designed in a way that both questionnaire groups were able to answer them. 

Thus, in practice, both questionnaires shared the same questions – only the 

opening questions of the questionnaires were different when compared to each 

other. Because the questions were mainly the same in the both questionnaires, this 

allowed me to combine these groups and also compare them to each other in the 

following evaluation of results. Despite that each questionnaire got 21 

respondents (42 respondents in total) and despite that questionnaire topics and 

questions covered KM in a very holistic and extensive manner, the results from 

these questionnaires will still act only as a secondary data source for this research 

– primary data source is interviewing. 

3.1.3 Documents 

Internal documents of the case company were used to some extent in the 

following case study. They were mainly leveraged for developing a sufficient 

understanding regarding the current situation at hand. However, within the context 

of this study, interviews and questionnaires had a much larger role in data 

collection. 
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3.2 Reliability and validity 

Yin (2003) suggests four methods for ensuring reliability and validity of an 

exploratory, explanatory case study research. First, construct validity is 

established if the operational measures for the concepts of the study are relevant 

to the objectives of the study. There are three ways for improving the construct 

validity of a research: 1) Using multiple sources of evidence, 2) Establishing a 

chain of evidence and 3) Having key informants review the draft case study 

report. All of these methods will be utilized in this research. Second, internal 

validity means explaining the causal relationships that emerge in the study. One of 

this study’s main goals is to deliver explanations to the established research 

problem and research questions. Third, external validity means establishing the 

domain to which the study’s findings can be generalized. A relevant way for 

ensuring external validity of this study is by establishing several units of analysis, 

i.e. cases, for ensuring a holistic research approach.  Fourth, reliability means 

demonstrating that the operations of the study can be repeated with same results. 

Regarding this study, the reliability can be addressed by using a case study 

protocol.  In this context, a research plan complemented with an overview of the 

case study project, field procedures and detailed interview structures will act as 

the case study protocol. In addition, throughout the research project a research 

diary will be written as a method for collecting all the relevant steps and findings. 
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4 Knowledge Management Adoption at the Case 

Company 

In this chapter, a case study is conducted. The main goal of this chapter is to 

provide an answer to research question #3: “What are the critical factors that 

hinder knowledge management adoption in the case company?” First, however, I 

will briefly describe the case company background and what does KM mean 

within the context of the case company. 

4.1 Case study background 

The case company become its own legal entity only recently, as the ICT units 

from two separate companies were merged together. The case company is among 

the largest providers in the telecommunications industry and it has business in 

more than 150 countries. Overall the case company employs around 60000 

employees. (DOC1, DOC2)   

 

The case company has an official KM function which acts under the umbrella of 

company’s human resources department. The case company has not established 

an official KM program yet. However, the case company has implemented several 

KM initiatives within the company. These initiatives have been initiated for a 

variety of reasons. All of the case company’s KM initiatives share two 

commonalities. Firstly, they have been established to support a business need. In 

addition, it is also important that the initiatives support the business strategy of the 

case company as well. Secondly, the KM initiatives should create value for the 

organization and to all of the identified stakeholders. Therefore, basically, all the 

initiatives are aimed at supporting business needs and business strategy. (IV 21) 

 

As discussed, the case company has initiated several KM initiatives across the 

organization. Broadly speaking, these initiatives can be categorized in four broad 

areas. First set of initiatives is oriented to help improving productivity and 

efficiency of the employees of the case company. The second set of initiatives is 

aimed at creating a KM oriented culture and mindset. In practice, these initiatives 
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have been utilized to help people to understand what KM and knowledge sharing 

and creation is all about – and also to help people to engage with these activities. 

Both of the abovementioned areas are critically important to address for two 

reasons. First, unless the value that the KM initiative can bring is not evident, 

people will not become voluntary participants for this initiative and therefore the 

culture-building efforts will also be hampered. On the other hand, unless there is 

an appropriate KM culture, engaging with people is impossible even if there 

would be real value within the initiative. Thirdly, some of the KM initiatives are 

oriented to help the case company to become a solution-oriented company that 

sells solutions instead of products for the customers. This third set of initiatives is 

focused on the “reuse” aspect of KM – for time and cost reasons and because of 

the standardized nature of the case company’s business, it is important that 

solution sales cases can be reused.  Fourth set of KM initiatives is oriented 

towards improving innovativeness of the case company. To summarize, the KM 

initiatives of the case company are oriented towards improving productivity and 

efficiency of the employees, enabling culture building, enabling solution 

transformation, and finally, enabling innovation. (IV 1; IV 21) 

 

Still, despite that there are lot of established KM initiatives within the case 

company, KM has not yet been adopted well among the personnel of the company. 

For example, there are lots of employees in the company who are not interested in 

KM or do not believe in the benefits that KM can offer. There is likely to be 

various reasons for this reluctance in KM adoption. The main focus for this case 

study is to reveal these factors that hinder KM adoption within the case company. 

4.2 Factors that hinder knowledge management adoption within 

the case company 

In this section, all the critical factors that hinder KM adoption within the case 

company are evaluated and discussed. The critical factors were found by 

analyzing interviewee and questionnaire responses - all of the following eight 

critical themes recurred throughout the interview sessions. When illustrating the 

questionnaire findings with charts, colours are used for further indicating what is 
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desirable and what is contradictory to KM. To summarize the logic behind the 

colours, green colour practically means that questionnaire answers are in 

coherence to best practice KM adoption. On the other hand, red colour means that 

the answers are contradictory to successful KM adoption. Therefore, the more the 

questionnaire response distributions are focused on red or orange coloured areas, 

the more issues there are in that area in terms of KM adoption. In the chart 

figures, the term “N” refers to the total number of respondents and the term 

“AVG” refers to the average value for the statement in question. Before 

describing the eight factors in a more detailed level, table 10. briefly illustrates all 

of these critical factors that hinder KM adoption within the case company. 

 
Table 10. Eight factors that hinder KM adoption at the case company.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4.2.1 Consistent top management support for KM is missing 

“We need to have stronger communication in terms of top management 

commitment and support for KM.” (IV 21) 

 

Many interviewees thought that consistent top management support for KM is 

currently lacking within the case company. It seems that top management well 

understands the premises and rationale of KM. But even despite that, so far, top 

management has not seemed to be evidently committed to KM. As a positive sign 

of evolving top management commitment, KM was mentioned as one of the focus 

areas in top management strategy communication of 2009.  Still, what is currently 

missing, and what would be critically important for the leaders to do, is to 

ID Description 

1 Consistent top management support for KM is missing 

2 Communication and coordination issues cause lack of 
shared understanding 

3 Linkage of KM to real business issues is not 
communicated clearly enough 

4 Encouraging commitment to KM at employees level has 
been unsatisfactory 

5 Unified KM culture has not been reached 

6 Current IT infrastructure does not support KM activities 

7 Trend of cost cutting and downsizing is bad for KM 
adoption – both at organizational and individual level 

8 Insufficient resources provided for KM 
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constantly keep up communicating about the relevancy of KM in achieving 

business improvements. Top management should send key messages about KM – 

right now KM is more considered as “good to have” than “desperately needed”. 

Top management should get more focused to KM which, in addition to constant 

communication about KM, means that they should also allocate sufficient 

resources for improving KM activities – for effective implementation, the KM 

efforts of the case company need more people and money than what is currently 

provided. (IV 1; IV 2; IV 3; IV 4; IV 7; IV 13; IV 14; IV 17; IV 18; IV 21)  

 

A strong way for top management members for showing their commitment to KM 

would be by setting example and getting involved with KM activities by 

themselves. Despite that there is an active Chief Knowledge Officer (CKO) 

working within the case company, the role of top management support for KM 

still gets accentuated because currently the CKO is not positioned high enough in 

the organization to get the KM message spread efficiently throughout the 

company. (IV 4; IV 13; IV 14) To reinforce these interview findings and as 

illustrated by figure 6, when the results from two separate online questionnaires 

are combined, from 41 respondents, a total of 53.7 percent disagreed or strongly 

disagreed that leaders had demonstrated their commitment to KM and personally 

set example by investing time and energy for KM. Only 12.2 percent agreed with 

this statement and none of the respondents strongly agreed. 

 

 

Figure 6. “Leaders demonstrate their commitment to KM and set example by 

personally investing time and energy for KM.” 
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4.2.2 Communication and coordination issues cause lack of shared 

understanding 

Based on the interview findings, there is a clear lack of shared understanding 

regarding premises and rationale of KM within the case company. It seems that 

awareness of KM is higher at the managerial level than it is at the ground level of 

the company. One critical reason for the lack of shared KM understanding is 

because top management has communicated meagrely about the premises and 

value of KM. Other KM promotion efforts have also been weak. Because the 

overall promotion of KM has been weak, in practice one can only get information 

about KM by logging in to the company’s internal web pages and searching 

information from there. The case company should direct more effort in 

communication about the premises and value of KM. Lack of shared 

understanding regarding KM premises and value might also prevail because the 

case company has acknowledged the importance of KM only lately. (IV 1; IV 2; 

IV 4; IV 6; IV 7; IV 11; IV 13; IV 15; IV 17; IV 18; IV 21) 

 

There is also lack of shared understanding regarding KM terms and language used 

within the case company. KM language can be very difficult to understand if one 

does not have basic theoretical background knowledge about KM. For example, in 

the context of KM, terms “data”, “information” and “knowledge” all have a 

different meaning. Therefore, if these terms are not clarified, misinterpretations 

are likely to occur because different terms are mixed with each other and hence 

there will be lack of shared understanding regarding KM language. These issues 

will surely reduce the quality of KM-related interactions among people. Thus, 

there is a strong need to consistently define the terms on which the KM language 

of the case company is built on. Currently, because shared KM language has not 

been established, there are people at all the levels of the company who do not 

understand KM language in a correct way. (IV 3; IV 5) 

 

One of the best ways for establishing shared understanding regarding KM value, 

purposes and language would be by providing employees with training 

opportunities regarding KM. However, so far, no comprehensive training 
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opportunities regarding KM have been provided within the case company. (IV 9; 

IV 14; IV 21)  Questionnaire results verify this issue. From a total of 41 

respondents consisting of KM and sales people, as much as 70.7 percent of the 

respondents disagreed or strongly disagreed that the case company has provided 

training/training opportunities for employees regarding KM or KM skills. For 

comparison, only 14.4 percent of the respondents agreed or strongly agree with 

this statement. This finding is depicted in figure 7. 

 

 

Figure 7. “[Case company] has provided me training/training opportunities 

regarding KM/KM skills.” 

 

“We don’t have enough commonality and we don’t have enough cohesion for 

distributing generalized messages yet” (IV 9) 

 

It has not been clearly defined what the KM function of the case company is 

exactly supposed to be doing. The KM efforts are not coordinated in a 

systematized manner yet. For example, there is no official KM policy in the 

company and a KM infrastructure and common set of KM principles and 

processes are currently also missing in the case company. So far, KM has not been 

widely integrated to official work processes or employees’ job descriptions. KM 

has been talked about but it has not been a systematized way to work. Because of 

such lack of coordination, many initiatives have tended to stay within the 

boundaries of the business units in which they have been initiated in. This has 

lead to a situation where some business units of the case company have gained 

significantly better understanding of KM than some other business units. Silo-
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oriented nature of KM initiatives has amplified the lack of shared KM 

understanding within the case company. Basically, the prospects of establishing 

shared KM understanding within the company are hindered because of lack of 

coordination and systematization in KM activities. As illustrated by one 

interviewee’s quote above, lack of coordination in KM activities can be 

considered as a critical reason for why, so far, it has not been possible to 

communicate and promote KM strongly enough. In other words, KM promotion 

can not be done effectively because there is no strong foundation (that can be 

achieved by coordination and unification) on which the promotion could be based 

on. To summarize, lack of coordination and communication causes lack of shared 

understanding regarding KM which in turn hinders prospects of successful KM 

adoption. (IV 1; IV 2; IV 9; IV 11; IV 14; IV 17) 

 

Questionnaire results verify the interview findings. As depicted in figure 8, from a 

total of 41 questionnaire respondents, 56.1 percent disagreed or strongly disagreed 

that employees from different functions of the case company have gained shared 

understanding of the purposes and objectives of KM at the case company. Total of 

17.1 percent of the respondents agreed or strongly agreed with this statement.  

 

 

Figure 8. “Employees from different functions of [case company] have gained 

shared understanding of purposes and objectives of KM at [case company].” 

 

A total of 56.1 percent from 41 questionnaire respondents disagreed or strongly 

disagreed that employees from different functions of the case company have 

gained shared understanding of KM terms and language used within the company. 
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For comparison, only 4.8 percent of the respondents agreed or strongly agreed 

with this statement. This finding is illustrated in figure 9.   When comparing the 

two separate groups of respondents, from the sales oriented people, as much as 

61.9 percent disagreed or strongly disagreed with the same statement. From the 

KM oriented people, a total of 50 percent disagreed or strongly disagreed with the 

statement. Therefore, people who were working outside KM activities were 

clearly less optimistic with this statement.   

 

 

Figure 9. “Employees from different functions of [case company] have gained 

shared understanding regarding KM terms and KM language used within 

the company.” 

4.2.3 Linkage of KM to real business issues is not communicated clearly 

enough 

“People are strongly aware of the need for KM. But the environment that has 

been provided is not conducive to KM. I think that there is a gap between 

understanding and provision of necessary infrastructure and processes to make it 

work.” (IV 16) 
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Based on the interview results, currently there is lack of communication in 

showing the linkage between KM principles and how they can be applied in 

practical work. Communication about KM has focused on describing the 

importance of it and the benefits that can be achieved by utilizing it. However, 

what is currently causing issues is that the communication has not focused on how 

these KM principles can be applied in practice and what is demanded from the 

employees in order to achieve practical benefits from KM. To further stretch the 

gap between theory and practice, it has not been widely communicated in which 

practical ways KM can improve employees’ working lives. Because there is no 

drawn line between KM theory and practice within the case company, many 

employees consider KM only as an additional task rather than a promising 

opportunity. Many employees also do not even know how the get involved with 

KM activities. To overcome the gap mentioned above, top management of the 

case company should briefly summarize with 3-5 key points what does KM mean 

within the case company in practice and how can people get involved with KM 

activities in order to improve their working lives. (IV 1; IV 2; IV 4; IV 5; IV 6; IV 

7; IV 9; IV 11; IV 14; IV 16; IV 17; IV 18) 

 

Questionnaire results support the interview findings. As illustrated in figure 10 

(next page), from a total of 41 respondents, 58.5 percent disagreed or strongly 

disagreed that linkage of KM to real business issues is evident and visibly 

communicated to the employees. For comparison, only 19.5 percent of the 

respondents agreed or strongly agreed with the same statement. 
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Figure 10. “Linkage of KM to real business issues is evident and visibly 

communicated to employees.” 

 

“Problem that I see right now in our company is that we have a really fragmented 

KM ecosystem” (IV 18) 

 

Because of lack of coordination and unification regarding KM, there is currently 

KM activities going on at many levels of the case company: KM activities can be 

classified in global level KM, regional KM and business unit specific KM. This 

makes it very hard to measure effects of KM and try to draw the linkage between 

theory and practice. For enabling measurement of KM, there should be a strong 

centralized KM organization for harmonizing KM activities. On a positive note, 

every time the employees from the global KM team of the case company see a 

potential opportunity for a KM solution, they want to make sure that there is a 

strong business case, i.e. business justification, behind the opportunity. Unless 

there is a strong business case behind the opportunity, the global KM team 

withdraws from taking the opportunity ahead because they do not do KM for the 

sake of KM, they are oriented to do it for business value. Still, what is currently 

missing is a comprehensive measurement practice for evaluating the achieved KM 

benefits, costs and business results. (IV 1; IV 3; IV 6; IV 14; IV 16; IV 18; IV 21)  

4.2.4 Encouraging commitment to KM at employee level has been 

unsatisfactory 

According to the interview findings, not enough effort has been directed towards 

encouraging commitment to KM at the employee level of the company. 
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Employees are currently not motivated nor recognized for taking part in KM 

activities. One critical reason contributing to this situation is that there is no 

standardized reward system for KM yet in use within the case company. This is 

why people do not feel that KM is a part of their actual work – people feel that 

taking part in KM activities should bring some immediate rewards. To overcome 

this issue, there should definitely be a reward & recognition system for KM in 

order to encourage people to participate and contribute in KM activities. In 

addition, despite that the leaders and managers have a lot of power to motivate 

people, so far this opportunity has not been leveraged well within the case 

company. KM motivation efforts are still focused on the managerial level – the 

focus is on bringing KM understanding to people who have power to make 

decisions. Bringing it to employee level is still to be done. (IV 1; IV 2; IV 4; IV 5; 

IV 6; IV 9; IV 11; IV 13; IV 14; IV 16; IV 17; IV 18; IV 21) 

 

Questionnaire results support the interview findings. As illustrated in figure 11, 

from a total of 41 respondents, 73.1 percent disagreed or strongly disagreed that 

enough effort has been directed towards the issues of how to encourage 

commitment to KM at employee level. For comparison, only 4.9 percent of the 

respondents agreed with the same statement and none of the respondents strongly 

agreed.  

 

 

Figure 11. “Enough effort has been directed towards the issue of how to 

encourage commitment to KM at employee level.” 
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To further support the interview findings, from a total of 41 questionnaire 

respondents, 63.4 percent disagreed or strongly disagreed that individuals and 

groups get rewarded for positive KM oriented behaviour such as knowledge 

sharing. Only 12.2 percent of the respondents agreed or strongly agreed with this 

statement. This finding is depicted in figure 12. When splitting the questionnaire 

respondents to two separate groups, differences are revealed that are worth noting. 

From a total of 20 KM oriented respondents, 20 percent agreed or strongly agreed 

with the statement above. When asked from the sales oriented respondents, only 

4.8 percent agreed and none of the respondents strongly agreed – total of 71.4 

percent disagreed or strongly disagreed. These findings indicate that employees 

who are working outside KM activities get very rarely rewarded from taking part 

in KM oriented activities.  Presumably, based on this finding, some of the people 

who are working close to KM activities do get rewarded from KM oriented 

behaviour.   

 

 

Figure 12. “Individuals and groups get rewarded for positive KM oriented 

behaviour such as knowledge sharing.” 

 

In coherence with the interview findings mentioned at the beginning of this 

section, from a total of 41 questionnaire respondents, 60.9 percent disagreed or 

strongly disagreed that status and recognition are given to groups and individuals 

that are taking part in KM activities. For comparison, only 7.3 percent of the 

respondents agreed or strongly agreed with this statement. This finding is 

illustrated in figure 13. on the next page. When the total group of questionnaire 

respondents is divided to KM oriented and sales oriented people, an interesting 
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difference is exposed for further analyzing. From a total of 20 KM oriented 

respondents, 15 percent agreed with the statement that that status and recognition 

are given to groups and individuals that are taking part in KM activities. From a 

total of 21 sales oriented questionnaire respondents, none agreed nor strongly 

agreed with this statement – 76.2 percent disagreed or strongly disagreed. Based 

on this finding, people who are not working close to KM activities do not get 

recognized in any ways from taking part in KM activities.  

 

 

Figure 13. “Status and recognition are given to groups and individuals taking 

part in KM activities.” 

 

Apart from people who are working in KM-related tasks, generally there are no 

KM-related responsibilities embedded to the work descriptions of the employees 

yet. So far, taking part in KM activities has not widely been established as a 

criterion for employees’ work performance evaluation either. Typically the 

performance measurement of employees has mainly focused on hard targets and 

operational activities that are easy to monitor. For a contrast, participating in KM 

activities is considered to be difficult to measure. In order to encourage employees 

to build commitment to KM, participating in KM activities should be made part of 

employees’ performance objectives. If KM is not linked to employees’ 

performance goals, employees will hardly be interested in how much and how 

well they contribute to KM initiatives. On a positive note, within one business 

unit of the case company, there are currently efforts going on to bring 

participating in KM activities as a part of employee performance evaluation 

criteria. Within this effort it is also planned, among other criteria, that employee 
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reward & recognition system would partly take into consideration how actively 

individual employees participate in KM activities. However, generally speaking, 

these kinds of efforts are still very fragmented within the case company.  (IV 1; 

IV 2; IV 3; IV 6; IV 13; IV 14; IV 17; IV 18) 

 

Questionnaire results support the abovementioned interview findings. When the 

two separate groups of respondents were combined, from a total of 41 

questionnaire respondents, 57.6 percent disagreed or strongly disagreed that 

taking part in KM activities is an evaluation criterion for their work performance 

measurement. Only 24.4 percent of the respondents agreed or strongly agreed 

with this same statement. This finding is depicted in figure 14. 

 

 

Figure 14. “Taking part in KM activities such as knowledge sharing is an 

evaluation criterion for my work performance measurement.” 

 

However, when the two groups of questionnaire respondents are examined as 

separate groups, it occurs that there are notable differences between the two 

groups of respondents that need to be discussed. From a total of 20 KM oriented 

respondents, 35 percent agreed or strongly agreed that taking part in KM activities 

is an evaluation criterion for their work performance measurement. When asked 

from the sales oriented respondents, from total of 21 respondents, only 14.3% 

agreed or strongly agreed with this statement. This difference reveals how, for 

people who are working outside the actual KM activities, participating in KM 

activities is not generally considered as an evaluation criterion for employee work 

performance measurement.  
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“Wherever I have seen KM talked about, it has been in the context of that we need 

to cut our costs, we need to cut our time to do something etc. And therefore I see 

very little emphasis on how does KM help the employee himself to do his job. This, 

I see, is missing in many cases.” (IV 17) 

 

Based on the interview results, despite that there has been some communication 

about the benefits that KM can bring at the organizational level, many 

interviewees thought that the practical benefits of KM for individuals or groups 

have not been communicated in way that these benefits are evident or easily 

perceivable. One factor that can contribute to this situation is that the case 

company does not have enough success stories yet to tell to the employees 

regarding case company’s past performance in KM efforts. Communicating about 

the practical benefits of KM for the employees would likely create motivation and 

commitment to KM among employees. (IV 2; IV 4; IV 5; IV 6; IV 14; IV 16; IV 

17) 

 

Questionnaire results verify the abovementioned interview findings. From a total 

of 42 respondents, 61.9 percent disagreed or strongly disagreed that enough effort 

has been directed towards convincing the employees about the relevancy of KM 

and how it would improve their daily work routines. Only 7.1 percent of the 

respondents agreed with this statement and none of the respondents strongly 

agreed. This finding is illustrated in figure 15 on the next page.  
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Figure 15. “Enough effort has been directed towards the issue of convincing 

employees about the relevancy of KM and how it would improve their daily 

work routines.” 

4.2.5 Unified KM culture has not been reached 

“Still two years after the merger I see evidence that some groups and teams insist 

to use tools and processes that they have always used. There has been reluctance 

to change and in adopting a new identity.” (IV 16) 

 

The case company started as its own legal entity only recently after two rival 

companies started a joint venture by merging their ICT divisions. Prior to the 

merger, both of the companies had different kind of corporate cultures in terms of 

KM. In the other company the KM culture has been based on open 

communication and building of personal relationships while in the other company 

the foundation for culture has been on centralized and structurized knowledge 

storaging and sharing. These differences in corporate culture reflect to the 

employees’ ways of thinking. As a result from this difference, even now when it is 

over two years after the merger, in some areas, people from each parent company 

tend to work in a way that how they were used to in the past. These cultural 

differences have caused trust problems within the company. Trust was eroded in 

the beginning of the joint venture because unified way of working was missing. 

Lack of trust negatively impacts sharing of knowledge among employees. 

Because the merger was conducted so recently, unified KM culture has not been 

reached yet. To support this, and as discussed in section 4.2.2, many KM 

initiatives have tended to stay within the boundaries of the business units in which 
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they have been initiated in. Analyzing this tendency from a cultural aspect, in 

some cases this silo-orientation has resulted in “not invented here” paradigm 

where initiatives that have been initiated outside of one’s own business unit are 

not considered as important or useful solely for the sake that the initiatives have 

not been launched by one’s own business unit. One of the key things in building a 

KM culture is recognizing and rewarding employees who are contributing to KM 

activities. As discussed in the section 4.2.4, so far the case company has not 

provided such reward system for KM. (IV 1; IV 2; IV 3; IV 4; IV 5; IV 7; IV 9; 

IV 11; IV 16; IV 18; IV 19; IV 21)  

 

Questionnaire results support the interview findings. From a total of 41 

respondents, 56.1 percent disagreed or strongly disagreed that the current 

organizational culture of the case company supports collaboration and knowledge 

sharing over organizational and geographical boundaries. Only 26.1 percent 

agreed with this statement and none of the respondents strongly agreed. This 

finding is illustrated in figure 16.  

 

 

Figure 16. “Current organizational culture supports knowledge sharing and 

collaboration over organizational and geographical boundaries.” 

 

For a summary, two things are contributing to a situation why unified KM culture 

has not been reached yet within the case company. Firstly, people from each 

parent company tend to work the way they were used to work in the past. 

Secondly, silo-orientation of KM initiatives combined with ”not invented here” 

paradigm prevents development of a consistent KM culture. 
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“We still have people who think knowledge is power and who don’t want to 

share.” (IV 9) 

 

In some areas of the case company, knowledge is still considered as a mean for 

power and authority. This kind of attitude is contradictory to a KM mindset and it 

will definitely negatively impact knowledge sharing and overall adoption of KM. 

As I will soon discuss, the case company’s trend of downsizing definitely feeds 

the “knowledge is power” mindset among employees because in such case 

hoarding of knowledge is rationalized as a mean of securing one’s job. Company 

values form a basis for a knowledge sharing culture. There are several KM 

oriented attributes stated in the official values that have been established by the 

case company. Still, despite that the official values support KM, there is a 

contradiction between established values and practical work conducted by the 

employees of the company – the case company has not lived in coherence to its 

values. (IV 2; IV 3; IV 4; IV 7; IV 9; IV 13; IV 14; IV 16; IV 17; IV 18; IV 21) 

 

“This is not very well understood at [case company] that cultural diversity can 

sometimes hamper knowledge sharing” (IV 17) 

 

The case company is a very global company - it has activities in around 160 

countries. Some of the interviewees linked KM oriented behaviour to 

geographical boundaries – in some areas people are more likely to intuitively act 

in coherence to KM values as in other areas. For example, in some cultures 

barriers for collaboration and requesting of help are lower than in other cultures. 

In the former kind of cultures it can be expected that barriers for participating to 

KM activities are lower than in the latter kind of cultures. Generally speaking, 

cultural diversity can cause problems in having a common language or a common 

way of working. (IV 1; IV 3; IV 4; IV 17) 

4.2.6 Current IT infrastructure does not support KM activities 

“It is clear that some of the tools that we inherited from our parent companies do 

not fulfil today’s expectations in terms of usability and performance.” 
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After the case company was born as a result of a merger of ICT units of two 

different companies, the tools and platforms for the case company were not 

chosen in a way that what would be the most optimal tools for the new company. 

Instead, the tools were inherited from both of the parent companies – some tools 

were selected from the other company and some tools were selected from the 

other. As illustrated in the interviewee quote above, many of the case company’s 

KM-related tools and platforms that were inherited do not meet with today’s 

expectations. (IV 1; IV 2; IV 3; IV 11; IV 17)  

 

Many KM tools, mainly knowledge repositories, of the case company are too 

exclusive – they exclude everyone unless one has an account or a right to access 

that has been approved by one’s manager. This is not only an IT issue, it is a 

cultural issue as well – some product or business units demand strict access rights 

because they do not want that others get access to their knowledge or information. 

In practice, the exclusivity of KM tools prevents free flow of knowledge. 

Therefore this approach is contradictory to a KM culture which is based on 

openness. IT barriers such as this can prevent successful sharing of knowledge 

and adoption of a right KM mindset among employees. It should also be noted 

that the business in which the case company is engaged is highly standardized 

from its nature. Thus, at the end of the day there are few things that can or should 

be limited or concealed – others, including competitors, will eventually learn in 

one way or another. The case company should focus on making information and 

knowledge more available: for building a KM culture, all the relevant knowledge 

and information should be made available to guest-users and one shouldn’t have 

to sign in or have an account in order to just to get access to some knowledge. (IV 

3; IV 16; IV 17) 

 

“There are more than 30 sales communities – what we need is more unification.” 

 

Decentralization of tools and platforms is another big issue regarding KM tools 

within the case company. This issue also contributes to the situation where 
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information and knowledge is much dispersed – one may have to search from 

many different places in order to obtain the knowledge or information that she/he 

is looking for. Because tools are decentralized and exclusive, one has to keep 

personal files about passwords on a day-to-day basis in order to get access to 

knowledge or information. To overcome the issues caused by decentralization, 

company-wide centralization and unification is needed in terms of KM tools and 

platforms. (IV 6; IV 7; IV 9; IV 10; IV 16; IV 17; IV 18) 

 

The main issue regarding KM tools is not money – it is getting people to adopt 

new tools. As discussed earlier in this section, right now different units and 

organizations within the case company seem to have developed their own KM 

tools and platforms. In such situation, and in increasing pressure to shift to use 

more company-wide platforms and tools, it is very difficult to get people to 

change and adopt new tools. (IV 4; IV 7; IV 13; IV 17)  

 

From a total of 40 questionnaire respondents, 45 percent agreed or strongly agreed 

that KM initiatives within the case company are oriented towards IT aspects rather 

than people aspects. For comparison, only 15 percent of the respondents disagreed 

with this statement and none of the respondents strongly disagreed. Despite that 

the main issue is to get people to adopt the new tools, the case company seems to 

be neglecting this critical aspect within its KM initiatives. This finding is 

illustrated in figure 17.  

 

 

Figure 17. “KM initiatives within [case company] are more oriented towards 

IT aspects rather than people aspects.” 
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Adoption potential of tools is further hindered because of the complexity issues 

regarding the KM tools. Many of the KM tools and systems of the case company 

are difficult and slow to use. For example, the case company has some large 

databases from which it is very hard to search and find knowledge or information. 

In addition, many of the case company’s KM tools seem to have been designed 

from the viewpoint of the case company’s IT department rather than from the 

viewpoint of the actual end-users. The case company should get more focused in 

providing end-user-oriented KM tools that are simple and quick to use. To further 

support the abovementioned adoption issues, in many cases critical mass of users 

has not been reached. In such cases adoption potential of KM tools is hindered 

because there is not sufficient amount of knowledge or information available 

through those tools. Regarding the promotion of KM tools, it is of no use to 

promote some tool or system unless they provide some specific minimum amount 

of knowledge or other content – no one wants to be the first in contributing to an 

empty repository. (IV 2; IV 3; IV 4; IV 7; IV 10; IV 11; IV 13; IV 14; IV 16)  

 

The questionnaire results support the interview finding that usability of KM tools 

and systems is an issue within the case company. As illustrated in figure 18, from 

a total of 40 respondents, 60 percent disagreed or strongly disagreed that the 

usability of KM tools and systems is satisfactory. For comparison, only 7.5 

percent of the respondents agreed with this and none of the respondents strongly 

agreed with this statement.  

 

 

Figure 18. “I think that the usability of KM tools and systems is satisfactory.” 
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Right now there is a general lack of sufficient training opportunities regarding 

KM tools and systems within the case company. (IV 1; IV 9; IV 21) 

Questionnaire findings reveal too this issue. As illustrated in figure 19, from a 

total of 41 respondents, 72.5 percent disagreed or strongly disagreed that enough 

training has been provided regarding KM systems or tools. Only 7.5 percent of the 

respondents agreed with this statement and none of the respondents strongly 

agreed. Lack of training opportunities definitely hinders adoption potential of KM 

tools and systems among employees of the company.  

 

 

Figure 19. “I think that enough training has been provided regarding KM 

systems or tools.” 

 

“Why do people have to go to LinkedIn? Why isn’t there LinkedIn within the 

company that people can leverage?” (IV 21) 

 

A highly interactive collaboration platform is currently solely lacking within the 

case company. Resulting from the lack of the comprehensive collaboration 

platform, there are thousands of employees working in the case company who are 

using external sources such as LinkedIn or Facebook for collaboration even 

among themselves. Therefore, comprehensive social networking tools are one of 

the big things definitely needed within the case company in order to improve 

collaboration and sharing of knowledge across boundaries. (IV 1; IV 14; IV 17; 

IV 18; IV 21)  
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The other of the case company’s parent companies once had a very popular 

collaboration platform (oriented towards centralized knowledge capture and 

sharing) which also rewarded employees from relevant knowledge contributions. 

Despite that the same specific platform is still formally in use, leveraging it has 

steadily reduced among employees. There are two things contributing to why the 

popularity of this platform among employees has significantly reduced and why it 

is hard to get the system back on its feet again. First, a sufficient support team for 

this system has been gradually ceased. When ten years ago there were around 25 

people in the support team, now there is only one person acting as a central 

administrator. These headcount reductions are a result of intensive cost cutting. 

Hence, there clearly is a lack of personnel to keep the system effectively running. 

As the popularity of the system eroded, employees were not any more recognized 

for contributing knowledge to this system either – the encouraging culture that 

once was embedded with this system has now been lost. This issue further 

reduced the popularity of the system. Second, even despite that a sufficient 

support team would be initiated now, it would be very difficult to get the system 

back running - times have changed. Once before the employees were interested in 

the quality of content provided by the system, nowadays employees seem to be 

more interested in which kind of visual experience the system gives when, for 

example, knowledge is searched or shared. Visual aspects might be even 

considered as more important than the actual quality and relevancy of the 

knowledge object in question. In other words, content of a great quality might be 

ignored if it is not represented in a right form. As the specific system does not live 

up to latest Web 2.0 standards, there unfortunately is a very limited success 

potential left in it. This is why there is a need for a totally new collaboration 

platform within the case company. For a summary, this story also contains one 

critical learning that the case company should address when implementing new 

systems and platforms: it is not enough to provide employees with the system, 

more important is focusing on how to keep the system effectively running. (IV 22)   

 

According to many interviewees, appropriate amount of high-quality KM tools 

has not been provided yet. Tools have rather been imposed than developed for 
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employees. (IV 2; IV 10; IV 11; IV 14; IV 16; IV 21) Questionnaire results verify 

the interview findings. From a total of 41 respondents, 51.2 percent disagreed or 

strongly disagreed that appropriate tools, systems and technologies for KM have 

been provided at the case company. For comparison, only 24.2 percent of the 

respondents agreed or strongly agreed with this statement. This finding is 

illustrated in figure 20.  

 

 

Figure 20. “I think that appropriate tools, systems and technologies for KM 

have been provided at [case company].” 

 

Many interviewees also thought that KM tools have not been promoted well 

enough within the case company. (IV 4; IV 5; IV 6; IV 7; IV 14; IV 18; IV 21) 

Questionnaire results support the interview findings within this context as well. 

As depicted in figure 21. (next page), from a total of 41 respondents, 70.7 percent 

disagreed or strongly disagreed that tools, technologies and systems for KM have 

been promoted well enough. Only 12.2 percent of the respondents agreed with this 

statement and none of the respondents strongly agreed.  
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Figure 21. “I think that tools, systems and technologies for KM have been 

promoted well enough.” 

4.2.7 Trend of cost cutting and downsizing is bad for KM adoption – both 

at organizational and individual levels 

The current economical situation has impacted heavily the case company’s 

financial performance: based on second quarter results of 2009, net sales have 

reduced over 20 percent and operating profit has reduced over 90 percent when 

compared to the second quarter results of 2008. (DOC 3) Because the financial 

figures have declined and because of the ongoing world-wide economic crisis, 

currently the case company has hands-full of work in ensuring operational 

efficiency of the company rather than investing in strategic efforts such as KM 

initiatives. In practice, the case company has reacted to the current situation by 

establishing tightened budgetary constraints in several different areas. Therefore, 

because of the need to cut costs, for example, by prioritizing operational 

efficiency well over strategic efforts, the current situation is not the most optimal 

time for KM adoption at the organizational level of the company – within large 

companies such as the case company, KM needs a big launch that demands 

considerable amount of resources and time. (IV 14; IV 16)  

 

In addition to hindering prospects of KM adoption at the organizational level, the 

case company’s current trend of cost cutting also negatively impacts KM adoption 

potential at the individual level of the organization. Because of the need to save 

costs by cutting budgets, employees have to work as cheaply as possible. This is 

explaining also why the case company has set up a travel ban for the employees – 
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currently the only employees that get to travel are the ones for whom it is a critical 

part of their work profile. These budgetary reasons have lead to issues in 

collaboration because people don’t get to travel and meet their colleagues face-to-

face. Hence, there are lots of people working in the company who, so far, have 

never seen their colleagues face-to-face and practically have to work with 

strangers. This lack of face-to-face contact negatively impacts development of 

trust between employees. What this means in terms of KM is that sharing of 

knowledge is inhibited because the critical requirement for this activity, trust, is 

missing. To make matters worse, the collaboration tools can be considered as a 

weak point within the company – a highly interactive collaboration platform, 

which could provide arrangements for building trust over distances and time 

zones, to even partly overcome the trust issues caused by the travel ban, is 

currently solely lacking. On a positive note, the case company is currently 

working on a social networking platform that is oriented to help developing trust 

between employees over distance. (IV 9; IV 16; IV 21) 

 

In order to achieve cost cuts and other synergy benefits from the merger that was 

completed in 2007, the case company estimated at the beginning of the joint 

venture at May 2007 that there was a need for headcount reduction of around 

9000 employees by the year 2010. By November 2008, around 6000 of these 

headcount reductions had been completed. In order to meet the synergy-related 

reduction needs, there is still a continuing pressure for further downsizings. 

(DOC4) Partly resulting from the downsizings, employees of the case company 

are currently very busy – downsizings have resulted to additional work for the 

remaining employees. Therefore, in practice, because the employees have to 

spend all of their working time in taking care of their daily work routines, there 

might not be any working time left for taking part in KM activities. In such cases, 

the actual day job has to be prioritized over participation to KM activities (IV 1; 

IV 2; IV 11; IV 14)  

 

The results gained from two separate online questionnaires verify the 

abovementioned issue of time constraints. As illustrated in figure 22. (next page), 
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when the results from the both questionnaires were combined, from a total of 42 

respondents, 54.8 percent agreed or strongly agreed that the possibility of taking 

part in KM activities is complicated because employees already have a tight work 

schedule and/or responsibilities in other initiatives. For comparison, only 21.4 

percent of the respondents disagreed or strongly disagreed with this statement.  

 

 

Figure 22. “The possibility of taking part in KM activities is complicated 

because I already have tight work schedule and/or have responsibilities in 

other initiatives.” 

 

“It is very difficult, in the early days of a merger, because people know that their 

jobs are not secured anymore and redundancies will happen. And under those 

circumstances sharing knowledge is very difficult – its human nature.” (IV 16, q. 

20)  

 

“I don’t think people are in the right mind set to absorb the benefits of KM while 

they are trying to basically keep their head up of the water.” (IV 14) 

 

Second issue resulting from the downsizings conducted by the case company is 

that employees’ trust in their employer and work positions suffer. Employees feel 

that they are not sure that they will still have their jobs in the near future. This 

feeling of insecurity leads to a situation where employees turn to protective 

positions in which they are hoarding knowledge instead of sharing it. Therefore, 

the case company’s trend of downsizing feeds “knowledge is power” syndrome at 

the individual level of the company because there is increased feeling of 
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insecurity among employees. Employees think that sharing knowledge would 

increase the risk of losing their job because their unique value as individual 

employees would decrease. Therefore employees are keeping knowledge for 

themselves as a mean for securing their jobs. (IV 2; IV 3; IV 4; IV 9; IV 14, IV 16; 

IV 17)  

 

As a summary, according to the findings of this study, the trend of downsizing 

will hinder KM adoption potential in two different ways at the individual level of 

the organization. Firstly, downsizing causes additional work for the remaining 

employees which leads to a situation where there is no time left for participating 

to KM activities. Secondly, and most importantly, downsizing increases feeling of 

insecurity and thus feeds “knowledge is power” attitude among employees – a 

mindset that is contradictory to KM. 

4.2.8 Insufficient resources provided KM 

“We are tens of thousands global – and in KM there are three of us” 

 

Not enough resources have been allocated towards KM activities within the case 

company. The company has around 60 thousand employees, but still currently 

there are only 3 people working in the company’s global KM team. In practice, 

the budget allocated for the KM activities of the global KM team covers nothing 

more than the salaries of these people. Thus, at the moment there simply are not 

enough people to do sufficient KM promotion activities. (IV 1; IV 9; IV 14; IV 21) 

Questionnaire results support the abovementioned interview findings. From a total 

of 41 respondents, 51.2 percent disagreed or strongly disagreed that enough 

resources have been allocated towards case company’s KM initiatives. Only 12.2 

percent of the respondents agreed with this statement and none of the respondents 

strongly agreed. This finding is illustrated in figure 23. on the next page. 
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Figure 23. “Enough resources have been allocated towards [case company]’s 

KM initiatives.” 

 

When dividing the respondent group to KM and sales oriented people, interesting 

differences emerge. From 20 KM oriented respondents, a total of 70 percent 

disagreed or strongly disagreed that enough resources have been allocated towards 

KM initiatives. For a comparison, from 21 sales oriented respondents, a total of 

33.3 percent disagreed or strongly disagreed with the same statement. It is also 

worth noting that from sales people 52.4 percent neither agreed nor disagreed with 

this statement. From KM people, only 20 percent neither agreed nor disagreed 

with the statement. Hence, based on the questionnaire results, KM oriented people 

clearly have more negative feelings regarding the amount resources allocated 

towards the company’s KM activities. Presumably, KM oriented people are more 

conscious regarding how much resources really have been allocated towards the 

KM activities of the company. 

 

Lack of headcount in KM activities might also contribute to a situation revealed 

by the study where some of the questionnaire respondents could not identify any 

KM champions who are promoting KM activities within the case company. To 

exemplify this issue, from a total of 20 sales oriented questionnaire respondents, 

45 percent disagreed or strongly disagreed that they could identify champions 

who encourage participation to KM.  
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4.3 Analysis: Comparison of theory and practice 

Now that the factors that hinder KM adoption within the case company have been 

identified, it is time to compare and contrast these findings with the theoretical 

propositions identified earlier. In this section, the differences between the case 

study and the theoretical assumptions are illustrated and the reasons why the case 

company hasn’t been able to address KM implementation success/failure factors 

are evaluated. Comprehensive reflection between theoretical propositions and 

empirical findings is done – every relevant theme presented by the KM 

implementation success and failure factors that were discussed in the theoretical 

section of this study are brought here to be further reflected with the case study 

findings. 

4.3.1 Establishment of shared KM understanding 

Table 11. compares the case company with the theoretical proposition about 

development of shared understanding regarding KM. 

 
Table 11. Comparison of theory and the case company regarding 

development of shared KM understanding. 

Theoretical 

proposition 

Case company 

status 

Why the case company has not been able to 

address this success/failure factor? 

Shared KM 
understanding is 
important for KM 
implementation 
success, both, in 
terms of KM 
objectives and 
purposes and in 
terms of KM 
language. 

-There is lack of 
shared 
understanding 
regarding KM 
value, objectives, 
terms and language 
used within the 
company. 
 
-There are people 
at all the levels of 
the company who 
do not understand 
KM language in a 
correct way. 

 

-Lack of coordination in KM activities has 
prevented sending of strong generalized messages 
that are needed for development of shared 
understanding – strong foundation on which 
promotion of KM could be based on is not there. 
 
- Top management has communicated meagrely 
about KM. Other KM promotion efforts have also 
been weak. 
 
-Lack of training opportunities regarding KM. 
 
-KM terms and language have not been defined. 
 
-Silo-oriented nature of KM initiatives has 
prevented development of shared understanding. 
Cultural barriers and lack of unified KM culture are 
contributing to this issue. 
 
-Lack of resources for such KM promotion efforts 
that shared understanding could be reached. 
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As the findings illustrate, many factors are contributing to the situation why 

shared KM understanding has not been reached within the case company. On 

many of the identified issues, the root cause seems to be lack of coordination and 

unification. In other words, KM promotion can not be done effectively because 

there is no strong foundation (that can be achieved by coordination and unification) 

on which the promotion could be based on. The identified issues highlight the fact 

that KM adoption is still in its infancy within the case company and shared KM 

understanding can not be reached if the overall KM efforts are not coordinated 

and unified.  

4.3.2 Encouragement of employees for taking part in KM activities 

When analyzing case company’s efforts in encouraging employees for taking part 

in KM activities, many issues are revealed that hinder KM adoption potential 

within the case company. The most critical issues contributing to this situation 

seem to be lack of a standardized reward system for KM, lack of embedding KM 

to employees’ daily work routines and communication that is focused on a too 

high level. These issues are further discussed in table 12 on the next page. For 

communicating the importance of KM, it would be critical that KM is embedded 

to peoples work and that employees could see that contribution to KM activities is 

highly valued and recognized within the company. To further lower the barriers to 

KM adoption, discussion about benefits of KM should focus more on the 

grassroots-level benefits rather than on the high-level benefits that KM can offer. 

As discussed in chapter 2.1.2, for ensuring adoption of KM, it is critically 

important that employees themselves can see how KM creates value for their daily 

work. Right now the abovementioned issues have not been addressed well by the 

case company.  KM can bring benefits only after the gap between theory and 

practice is filled. Therefore, it is of utmost importance that KM should be 

included and integrated to people’s work. 
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Table 12. Comparison of theory and the case company regarding 

encouragement of employees for taking part in KM activities. 

Theoretical 

proposition 

Case company status Why the case company has not 

been able to address this 

success/failure factor? 

Employees should be 
encouraged to take part 
in KM activities. This 
can be done, for 
example, by 
establishing a reward 
system which rewards 
employees for positive 
KM oriented behaviour. 

-Employees are currently not 
motivated nor recognized for 
taking part in KM activities. 
 
-Lack of standardized reward 
system for KM. 
 
-Leaders have not utilized their 
power in motivating employees. 

-Setting up company-wide 
motivational aids for KM is not 
an easy task as there are tens of 
thousands of employees within 
the company from every corner 
in the world.  
 
-Employees’ participation to KM 
activities is difficult to measure. 
 
-Awareness of KM has become 
popular only recently. 
 
-Because of lack of coordination 
and unification, the KM 
activities of the case company 
are fragmented and silo-oriented 
by their nature. Such lack of 
commonality prevents company-
wide incentives to be utilized. 
 
-Not enough resources have 
been allocated for KM 
promotion. Only three people are 
working in the global KM team 
of the company. 

KM program should be 
integrated with people’s 
daily work routines and 
processes. 

-Generally there are no KM-
related responsibilities 
embedded to the work 
descriptions or performance 
evaluation of the employees yet. 
 
-Taking part in KM activities has 
not been widely established as a 
criterion for employees’ work 
performance evaluation. 

-Awareness of KM has gained 
momentum only recently. 
 
-Embedding KM to employees 
daily work routines is difficult 
and takes time – especially in 
large companies such as the case 
company. 

People are likely to 
oppose KM adoption in 
a situation when they 
find the change rather 
an imposition than an 
improvement for their 
personal work lives. 
Not addressing these 
issues will lead to KM 
failure. It is important 
to put a high priority on 
convincing the 
personnel to embrace 
change. 

-Too little emphasis has been 
directed on how to encourage 
developing commitment to KM 
at individual and group levels of 
the company. 
 
-Practical benefits of KM for 
individuals or groups have not 
been communicated in a way 
that these benefits are evident. 
 

-KM communication has been 
on a too high level. Employees 
have not been able to see in 
which practical ways KM 
improves their working lives. 
 
 
-Lack of promotion and 
communication about KM and 
the benefits that it can deliver at 
the grassroots-level of the 
company. 
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4.3.3 Linkage of KM to real business issues 

Table 13. compares the case company with the theoretical propositions about how 

to link KM to real business issues. 

 
Table 13. Comparison of theory and the case company regarding how to 

bring KM from theoretical to practical level. 

Theoretical proposition Case company status Why the case company has 

not been able to address this 

success/failure factor? 

It is essential that KM 
program and KM projects are 
tied to real business 
objectives. They should also 
be linked to the company’s 
business strategy. 

-The case company wants to 
make sure that there is a 
strong business case behind 
each potential KM project. 
 
-The case company has 
acknowledged that all 
potential KM projects should 
be linked to the company’s 
strategy. 

-Not an issue for the case 
company. 

Development of enterprise-
wide KM vision and strategy 
is critical for KM 
implementation. 

-Company-wide KM vision 
and strategy have not been 
established. 
 
-No clear definition what the 
KM function of the case 
company should be doing. 

-Awareness of KM has gained 
momentum only recently. 

Establishing a measurement 
practice for evaluating costs, 
benefits and business results 
of KM projects is needed for 
effective KM 
implementation. 

-No measurement practice for 
KM has been put in place yet. 

-Measuring abstract, 
intangible aspects of KM is 
difficult. 
 
-Measuring is difficult 
because overall the KM 
activities of the case company 
are fragmented and weakly 
coordinated. 
 
-Awareness of KM has gained 
momentum only recently. 

 

These findings emphasize that the lack of measurement system for KM is 

currently the largest roadblock that is hindering linkage between KM and real 

business issues. This is a critical component that is needed for bridging the gap 

between KM theory and business practice. As discussed in the theoretical section 

2.1.7 of this thesis report, measurement systems can help in communicating the 

value and importance of KM for management, employees and stakeholders of the 

company. Therefore, establishment of measurement practice for KM would 
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facilitate KM adoption at the different levels of the company. Dispersed nature of 

KM activities adds for complexity within the case company, resulting to a 

situation where KM effects are difficult to measure. 

4.3.4 Development of a KM oriented corporate culture 

As table 14. reveals, there are basically many factors that hinder development of a 

KM oriented culture within the case company. It is evident that in the current 

environment of the case company it is extremely difficult to develop a KM 

oriented culture. Development of a KM culture will require significant changes 

from the case company and the most important changes will be discussed in 

section 5.2 where I give suggestions for the case company regarding how to 

improve KM adoption. 

 

Table 14. Comparison of theory and the case company regarding 

development of a KM oriented culture. 

Theoretical 

proposition 

Case company status Why the case company has not been 

able to address this success/failure 

factor? 

Effective utilization of 
KM requires 
development of a KM 
oriented culture that 
promotes learning, 
knowledge sharing, 
openness and 
collaboration over 
organizational and 
geographical 
boundaries and also 
rewards from doing so. 
Neglecting of cultural 
obstacles prevents KM 
success. These 
obstacles include, for 
example lack of trust, 
lack of absorptive 
capacity, “knowledge is 
power” syndrome, “not 
invented here” 
paradigm and lack of 
recognition from taking 
part in KM activities. 

Unified KM culture has 
not been reached within 
the case company 

-People from each parent company tend to 
work in a way that how they were used to 
in the past. 
 
-Silo-orientation of KM initiatives 
combined with “not invented here” 
paradigm prevent development of a 
consistent KM culture. 
 
-Employees are not rewarded or 
recognized for taking part in KM 
activities. 
 
-Case company’s trend of downsizing 
feeds “knowledge is power”. People turn 
to protective positions for securing their 
jobs. Thus, people tend to hoard 
knowledge instead of sharing it – 
contradictory to a KM mindset. 
 
-Lack of shared KM understanding. 
 
-Employee travel ban hinders 
development of trust between employees 
because there is lack of face-to-face 
interaction. Trust is a critical attribute for 
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a KM culture. 
Top management 
commitment to KM is 
critical. Top 
management members 
should set example and 
take part themselves in 
KM activities. 

-Top management does 
not seem to be 
evidently committed to 
KM. 
 
-Lack of constant 
communication about 
KM by top 
management. 
 
-Top management team 
members not showing 
example by themselves. 

-Awareness of KM at top management 
level has gained momentum only recently. 

 

4.3.5 Provision of appropriate infrastructure for KM 

When analyzing the infrastructural aspects of KM, several issues emerge that 

reduce the prospects of successful KM adoption. These findings are illustrated by 

table 15.  

 

Table 15. Comparison of theory and the case company regarding 

infrastructural aspects of KM. 

Theoretical proposition Case company status Why the case company 

has not been able to 

address this 

success/failure factor? 

Appropriate organizational 
infrastructure should be provided for 
supporting KM activities. This 
includes aspects such as 
establishment of relevant KM roles 
and organizational structures. 
Appropriate processes for KM should 
also be established. 

-There are official KM 
roles established within 
the company. However, a 
KM infrastructure and 
common set of KM 
principles and processes 
is currently still missing. 
 
-There is lack of 
coordination regarding 
KM activities. 

-Awareness of KM has 
gained momentum only 
recently. 
 
-Not enough resources 
have been allocated for 
developing KM activities. 
 
-Awareness for need of 
commonality has gained 
popularity only recently. 

Appropriate technology 
infrastructure should be developed 
for supporting KM activities such as 
knowledge sharing and collaboration. 

-Current IT infrastructure 
does not strongly support 
KM activities. 
 
-Tools are too exclusive 
and complex to use. 
Exclusivity of KM tools 
prevents free flow of 
knowledge. 
 
-Lack of comprehensive 

-Tools have been inherited 
from parent companies 
and by that time there was 
no focus on what would be 
the most optimal tools and 
platforms for KM 
activities. 
 
-Decentralized and silo-
oriented nature of KM 
tools and platforms 
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collaboration platform for 
sharing explicit as well as 
tacit knowledge.  
 
 

 

combined with “not 
invented here” paradigm 
adds for complexity. 
 
-Awareness for need of 
commonality has gained 
popularity only recently. 
 
-Exclusivity of tools partly 
based on “knowledge is 
power” culture, some 
business units want to 
keep knowledge for 
themselves and not share it 
with others. This aspect is 
contradictory to a KM 
culture and sharing of 
knowledge. 

For ensuring success of a KM 
initiative, Chief Knowledge Officer 
(CKO) or equivalent role is needed. 

-The case company has 
established the role of 
CKO. 

-Not an issue for the case 
company. 

Failure of a KM initiative can follow 
for example from content which is in 
wrong format, not relevant, outdated 
or has not sufficient coverage. 
Inadequate categorization of 
knowledge and lack of quality 
control are likely to make retrieving 
the relevant knowledge held in a 
database very time-consuming and 
thus deteriorate users’ willingness to 
use KM systems. 

-It depends on case by 
case how well these 
aspects have been 
addressed within the case 
company. There are 
positive examples but 
there are bad examples as 
well. Lately 
acknowledgement of 
these aspects has been 
improved. 

-Lack of coordination in 
KM initiatives. 

 

The findings reveal that the case company has put some effort towards 

establishing a KM infrastructure by, for example, setting up several different KM 

roles within the company. However, there is still a lot to do regarding the 

organizational and technical KM infrastructure. Currently the KM efforts are 

much dispersed and critical things such as official processes for KM are still 

missing in the case company. 
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5 Discussion and Conclusions 

In this chapter, I will discuss and conclude the findings of this study. Firstly, I will 

provide a brief summary about the case study and point out some of the most 

significant areas for improvement. Secondly, I will give suggestions for the case 

company regarding how to improve KM adoption. Thirdly, I will present an 

overall synthesis reflecting the findings to the established research questions. 

Then, scientific contribution of this study will be evaluated, and opportunities for 

further research analyzed. Finally, I will discuss the reliability and validity of the 

case study. 

5.1 Summary of the case study 

For a summary, the case company has acknowledged that KM is critically 

important for business success. However, holistic approach to implementation of 

KM is still lacking. Currently there are many things that are critical to KM 

implementation that have not been addressed well within the case company. In 

addition, KM efforts have typically been too modest from their scale and allocated 

resources for KM have been insufficient, especially when considering the size of 

the case company.  

 

Future challenges and next steps for the case company include, for example, 

facilitating the development of a KM oriented culture, unifying KM activities, 

embedding KM to measurement and employee performance evaluation and 

providing sufficient tools and platforms for KM activities. In order to address 

these shortcomings, I will present suggestions for the case company in the 

following section.  

5.2 Suggestions for the case company 

In this section, recommendations for the case company are presented. As table 16. 

(next page) illustrates, basically there are seven major issues that the case 

company should address in order to improve KM adoption within the company: 
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Table 16. Seven suggestions for the case company regarding how to improve 
KM adoption.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5.2.1 Focus on coordinating and unifying KM activities 

Lack of coordination and unification in KM activities has caused many issues for 

the company that hinder effective KM adoption. These issues have, for example, 

prevented sending of strong generalized messages that are needed for 

development of shared KM understanding among employees - the strong 

foundation on which promotion of KM could be based on is not there. Instead, the 

KM efforts of the company have been weakly coordinated, silo-oriented and 

dispersed to global, regional and business unit specific levels. Lack of 

coordination and unification also contributes to a situation why there is currently 

no solid basis for setting up company-wide measurement and reward systems for 

KM – both of which are aspects that are critical to successful KM implementation 

and culture building. In order to address these issues, what should be done next is 

to bring KM efforts of the company under one common umbrella. Practically this 

means that the KM function of the company should be made responsible of all the 

KM efforts of the company. Alternatively, an official KM program could be 

established by the KM function which then would coordinate all of the case 

company’s KM initiatives.   

5.2.2 Set up a company-wide reward system for KM and embed KM to 

work descriptions 

Interview and questionnaire findings revealed that generally employees of the 

company are not rewarded nor recognized in any ways for taking part in KM 

ID Description 

1 Focus on coordinating and unifying KM activities 

2 Set up a company-wide reward system for KM and embed 
KM to work descriptions 

3 Establish shared KM understanding and ensure top 
management commitment 

4 Concretize the benefits while promoting KM 

5 Draw the linkage between KM theory and practice 

 

6 Make tools and platforms more accessible and unified and 
focus on social networking 

7 Allocate sufficient resources for KM 
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activities. A company-wide reward system for KM would not only speed up KM 

adoption among employees, it would also be useful for triggering cultural 

evolvement towards KM mindset of openness, collaboration and knowledge 

sharing. Thus, the company should begin rewarding and recognizing employees 

based on their KM contributions. It does not mean that the company would 

directly need to institutionalize some totally new type of a KM reward system. A 

good first step for addressing this issue would be by embedding couple of strongly 

KM oriented metrics to the company’s current employee performance evaluation 

system. These metrics could be built, for example, around reuse and sharing of 

knowledge. To give an example, if a knowledge object shared by an individual 

employee is reused frequently by one’s colleagues, then the creator of this specific 

knowledge object should be rewarded from a relevant knowledge contribution. 

For a second example, if a new sales deal can be achieved by heavily reusing 

existing knowledge, then this effective reusing of knowledge should be rewarded. 

After the KM metrics have been set up, contribution to KM activities could also 

be taken into account when considering promotion of employees. 

Correspondingly to match with the KM metrics, KM should also be embedded to 

employees’ work descriptions. For a start, a couple of KM oriented tasks should 

be included to each employee’s work description. 

 

The critical thing behind both of these recommended efforts is that employees 

could clearly see that contribution to KM is valued by the company. In addition, 

embedding KM tasks to employees’ work descriptions would also overcome the 

other of the two identified issues caused by company’s current trend of 

downsizing: employees would not prioritize their day job over KM activities for 

the sake that they do not have time to participate - KM would be included in their 

day job.  

5.2.3 Establish shared KM understanding and ensure top management 

commitment 

Based on interview and questionnaire results, there is currently lack of shared 

understanding regarding KM purposes, objectives and language within the 
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company. Ensuring shared understanding is the responsibility of top management 

members as only they are high enough in the organization to impact the behaviour 

of the employees by sending strong generalized messages. For developing shared 

understanding, top management of the company should clearly define what KM 

means in practice and how individual employees can participate to KM activities 

of the company. There have been some positive signs of evolving top 

management commitment to KM within the company. Still, so far top 

management has not seemed to be evidently committed to KM. For showing its 

commitment to KM, top management should actively focus on communicating 

about the importance of KM for the company’s success. The strongest message of 

all for communicating the importance of KM to the employees would be top 

management members setting good example by themselves by participating to 

KM activities. As a mean for establishing shared KM understanding, the company 

should also provide the employees comprehensive training opportunities 

regarding KM. In addition to establishing shared understanding regarding KM 

rationale and value, shared understanding regarding KM language should also be 

established by defining relevant KM vocalbury and communicating it to the 

employees. 

5.2.4 Concretize the benefits while promoting KM 

For ensuring effective adoption of KM, it is critically important that employees 

themselves can see how KM creates value for their daily work activities. So far, 

communication of KM within the company has been focused on a too high level – 

employees have not been able to see how KM can create practical value for them. 

Therefore, the company should strongly focus on concretizing the achievable 

benefits that can be gained from utilizing KM. In terms of KM adoption, 

communicating about practical benefits and purposes of KM at the grassroots 

level of the company is far more important than communicating about the high-

level purpose and benefits of KM at the organizational level. 
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5.2.5 Draw the linkage between KM theory and practice 

Interviews revealed that currently there is no company-wide KM vision or 

strategy within the company. For overcoming this issue, the company should craft 

a KM vision for articulating the role of KM in creating value for the company and 

the identified stakeholders. While doing this, the KM vision should also be clear 

and widely understandable from its nature. The company should also develop a 

comprehensive KM strategy. The development of a KM strategy should provide a 

way for identifying how the organization can utilize and leverage its knowledge 

assets in order to reach the established KM vision. As discussed in section 2.1.1, 

after the KM strategy has been developed, the company can use it as a roadmap 

with the help of which it can identify and prioritize, for example, KM initiatives 

and KM approaches for supporting the established long term business goals. For 

the purpose of developing a KM strategy, a necessary first step should be 

conducting of a knowledge audit. Conducting the knowledge audit helps in 

identifying company’s core knowledge assets, flows and gaps and how they 

contribute to business goals. In practice, this means, for example, identifying who 

creates and who uses knowledge or information and describing the current state of 

the organization with respect to KM. Knowledge audit also helps in finding 

optimal KM solutions for the organization and its employees. Conducting a 

knowledge audit is such a demanding task that the case company should seriously 

consider the possibility to buy the knowledge audit from some professional 

consultancy company.  

 

For further filling the gap between theory and practice, the company should 

develop a measurement practice for evaluating the benefits, costs and business 

results of its KM initiatives. A recommended first step to this direction would be 

to start to map appropriate measures that could be widely utilized for evaluation 

of KM outcomes. After a sufficient amount of measures has been identified and 

prioritized, the most appropriate measures could then be embedded into a KM 

measurement system and utilized for monitoring progress of KM efforts. 
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5.2.6 Make tools and platforms more accessible and unified and focus on 

social networking 

Interview and questionnaire findings revealed that many of the company’s current 

tools and platforms are contradictory to a KM culture because they are exclusive 

from their nature. For overcoming this issue, the case company should focus on 

making content more available and accessible for employees. Generally, one 

shouldn’t need to apply a user name and a password just for obtaining some 

knowledge artefact. In addition, many KM tools and platforms of the company are 

currently much decentralized and working in their own silos. The company should 

address this issue by focusing on unification of tools and platforms. In other 

words, instead of utilizing many redundant tools for same purposes, amount of 

tools should be reduced by bringing tools with similar functions to a one common 

platform. While seeking for unification, the company should also make sure that 

the tools are simple, quick to use and support collaboration.  

 

The company should introduce a comprehensive collaboration platform in order to 

improve collaboration and knowledge sharing across organizational and 

geographical boundaries. The company should also consider offering PKM tools 

for employees. PKM tools are bottom-up oriented tools that represent immediate 

and visible benefits in terms of increased employee productivity and thus they 

lower the technological and sociological barriers for adoption that are typically 

related to top-down, organization-wide KM programs. Because of the 

abovementioned benefits that can be gained instantly, utilization of PKM tools 

could also facilitate overall acceptance of organizational KM efforts. An 

appropriate first step for addressing social networking and PKM would be, for 

example, by providing employees an instant chat facility. In fact, this kind of 

application was previously in use within the other of the parent companies, but 

after the merger was conducted this specific application was taken away with no 

apparent reason. Many of the interviewees were frustrated with lack of this instant 

chat facility and really hoped that this application would be brought back.  
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5.2.7 Allocate sufficient resources for KM 

As discussed earlier, not enough resources have been allocated to company’s KM 

activities. Significantly more resources should be dedicated for KM for ensuring 

successful KM implementation. The prospects of addressing any of the 

abovementioned suggestions are hindered if KM activities are not given sufficient 

resources in terms of people, time and money.  

5.3 Synthesis 

The main objective of this study was: to deepen the understanding what are the 

factors that contribute to a successful knowledge management implementation in 

large multinational companies. For meeting this main objective, a corresponding 

research problem was established: what are the critical success factors and 

barriers in Knowledge Management implementation in a large multinational 

company? This research problem was further divided into four research questions. 

By answering to these research questions and their sub questions the 

abovementioned main objective of the study could be met.  

 

The first research question was: what are the key success and failure factors in 

knowledge management implementation? The second research question was: how 

can knowledge management adoption be improved at the individual, group and 

organizational levels of the company? For answering to both of these research 

questions, I did a literature review about the academic publications that have been 

made about these topics. Then, based on the understanding gained from the 

literature review, I created a framework that describes the high-level factors of 

which the success of KM implementation essentially depends. This framework 

was presented in the synthesis of the literature review at the end of the chapter 2.  

 

The third research question was: what are the critical factors that hinder 

knowledge management adoption in the case company? This research question 

was answered by conducting an explanatory, exploratory case study that focused 

on the case company’s KM efforts. After the empirical findings were revealed, 

they were contrasted to theoretical propositions from the literature review. 
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Reasons for why specific success/failure factors had not been addressed by the 

case company were also analyzed. As an outcome, it was evident that there are 

several different factors that are currently hindering prospects of successful KM 

adoption within the case company. 

 

Finally, the fourth research question was: how can the case company promote the 

adoption of knowledge management among company personnel? This research 

question was addressed in the previous section, where I gave recommendations 

for the case company.  

 

Overall, I have been able to answer the established four research questions well. 

Therefore, the objectives of the study can be considered fulfilled. 

5.4 Scientific contribution and opportunities for further research  

From scientific point of view, the most significant contribution of this study is the 

literature review. Basically, according to the framework that I developed at the 

end of the literature review, the effectiveness of KM implementation strongly 

depends on how well different success and failure factors impacting KM adoption 

at individual, group and organizational levels have been addressed. In other 

words, this framework considers that, alongside addressing KM implementation 

success and failure factors, an equally critical point in KM implementation is how 

well the KM adoption success factors have been addressed. This linkage forces 

one to strongly concentrate on human aspects of KM while implementing KM. 

Hence, according to the literature review, encouraging building of commitment to 

KM at individual, group, and organizational levels is the driving factor for 

effective KM implementation. In addition, the literature review highlights the 

concept of Personal Knowledge Management (PKM) as a potential way for 

addressing the success factor of integrating KM with employees’ daily work 

activities. Overall, I was unable to locate previous works with this same approach 

and therefore the literature review can be considered as a relevant work on its own. 
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Because the case study was an explanatory, exploratory single case study, 

generalizability of the empirical part is very limited. However, the case study still 

has some interesting contributions for scientific writing. The case study revealed 

special issues that can hinder KM adoption in companies that are trying to 

implement KM shortly after going through a merger. For example, the case study 

indicates that prospects of successful KM adoption at individual and 

organizational levels will suffer if the company is conducting any significant head 

or cost cutting – aspects that are both usually present in a merger situation. 

Especially critical culture-building efforts for KM are doomed if absorptive 

capacity of employees is blocked because they have turned to protective positions 

and not sharing knowledge in order to secure their jobs. Second issue regarding 

absorptive capacity and KM adoption is that employees might be reluctant to 

adopt a new cultural identity shortly after a merger – silos preserve and 

development of a new shared culture is prevented because people want to work in 

a way that they were already used to in the past.  Because of the abovementioned 

issues, first years after a merger seem to be especially complicated for effective 

adoption of KM. As far as I know, all of these findings are completely new for 

scientific KM literature.  

 

For further research, time-series studies could be conducted from the same case in 

order to evaluate the consequences of different strategic actions that are impacting 

KM implementation and adoption. In addition, I suggest investigating what are 

critical aspects of developing a measurement practice for analyzing employees’ 

KM contributions and evaluating performance of KM activities.  The concept of 

PKM also demands further research. To be more specific, there is, for example, a 

lot of investigation to do in the area of how to bridge the gap between personal 

and organizational KM in a way that both approaches could benefit from each 

other. So far, research about all of the abovementioned areas has been quite 

limited. In addition, not much research has been done in the area of how 

companies could utilize methods of change management for effective KM 

implementation. Hence, there is a gap to be filled in this area as well. 
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5.5 Reliability and validity 

For ensuring reliability and validity of this study, I presented practical steps for 

addressing them in the section 3.2 of this thesis report. Reliability of this study 

can be considered good because the data collection steps and methodology were 

well planned and documented before the actual data collection begun. The 

construct validity of the study was also good as the interviewees and questionnaire 

respondents were selected in a way that they represented different regions and 

business units of the case company. For ensuring reliability, the research report 

was also reviewed by one key informant from the case company.  The case study 

was also based on multiple sources of evidence – interviews as well as 

questionnaires were utilized for collecting the relevant data. In addition, utilizing 

a case study protocol was used for ensuring the reliability of the study. In this 

context, the case study protocol refers to a research plan complemented with an 

overview of the case study project, field procedures and detailed interview 

structures. 

 

Internal validity of the case study is good because the study’s main goal was to 

deliver explanations to the established research problem. External validity of this 

study is weak. This is a consequence of the study being a single case study, so the 

findings are not generalizable beyond the context of the case company. However, 

considering the fact that comprehensive academic studies with similar approach 

have not been conducted before, this case study has some contributions for 

science too.  
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Documents of the case company 
 
DOC 1. (2009) Facts about [case company]. Retrieved March 13, 2009, from the 
corporate web page. 
 
DOC 2. (2009) Company presentation. Retrieved July 4, 2009, from the corporate 
web page. 
 
DOC 3. (2009) Quarterly and annual information of second quarter of 2009. 
Retrieved July 30, from the corporate web page. 
 
DOC 4. (2009) News article about headcount restructuring actions of the case 
company. Retrieved July 15, 2009, from the corporate web page. 
 
Interviews and member checks 
 
IV 1. With Mr. JH. June 3, 2009, at 2:00-2:30 pm EET. Espoo. Face-to-face 
meeting. 
 
IV 2. With Mrs. EV. June 10, 2009, at 1:00-1:40 pm EET. Espoo. Face-to-face 
meeting. 
 
IV 3. With Mr. KP. June 11, 2009, at 1:00-1:55 pm EET. Espoo. Face-to-face 
meeting. 
 
IV 4. With Mrs. JT. June 17, 2009, at 08:00-09:00 am EET, Espoo. Face-to-face 
meeting.  
 
IV 5. With Mr. JE. June 18, 2009, at 09:00-09:55 am EET, Espoo. Interview on 
phone. 
 
IV 6. With Mr. CC. June 22, 2009, at 1:00-1:45 pm EET, Espoo. Face-to-face 
meeting. 
 
IV 7. With Mrs. PC. June 24, 2009, at 09:00-09:40 am EET, Espoo. Interview on 
phone.  
 
IV 8. With Mr. MK. June 24, 2009, at 2:00-2:20 pm EET, Espoo. Face-to-face 
meeting. 
 
IV 9. With Mrs. SA. June 26, 2009, at 1:00-1:45 pm EET, Espoo. Interview on 
phone. 
 
IV 10. With Mrs. RA. June 29, 2009, at 08:00-08:35 am EET, Espoo. Interview 
on phone. 
IV 11. With Mrs. PL. June 30, 2009, at 10:00-10:40 am EET, Espoo. Interview on 
phone. 
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IV 12. With Mrs. SH. July 2, 2009, at 10:00-10:20 am EET, Espoo. Interview on 
phone. 
 
IV 13. With Mr. WR. July 6, 2009, at 09:30-09:55 am EET, Espoo. Interview on 
phone. 
 
IV 14. With Mr. PW. July 6, 2009, at 11:00-12:00 am EET, Espoo. Interview on 
phone. 
 
IV 15, With Mrs. MG. July 6, 2009, at 4:00-4:30 pm EET, Espoo. Interview on 
phone. 
 
IV 16. With Mr. GK. July 9, 2009, at 3:00-3:45 pm EET, Espoo. Interview on 
phone. 
 
IV 17. With Mr. SB. July 10, 2009, at 12:00-12:30 pm EET, Espoo. Interview on 
phone.  
 
IV 18. With Mr. MD. July 15, 2009, at 1:00-1:40 pm EET, Espoo. Interview on 
phone. 
 
IV 19. With Mrs. MÅ. July 16, 2009, at 1:00-1:30 pm EET, Espoo. Interview on 
phone. 
 
IV 20. With Mr. KM. July 20, 2009, at 4:30-5:00 pm EET, Espoo. Interview on 
phone. 
 
IV 21. With Mr. SV. July 23, 2009, at 12:30-1:15 pm EET, Espoo. Interview on 
phone. 
 
IV 22. With Mr. JS. August 22, 2009, at 9:30-10:00 pm EET, Espoo. Informal 
discussions on phone. 
 
MC1. With Mr. JH. August 5, 2009, at 1:00-1:45 pm EET, Espoo. First comments 
based on preliminary study findings. 
 
MC 2. With Mr. JS. August 22, 2009, at 9:30-10:00 pm EET, Espoo. Member 
check based on the research report. 
 



Appendix 1 – Interview Structure 
 

 
INTERVIEW REGARDING KM ADOPTION AT [CASE COMPANY]    
(KM PEOPLE) 
 
This interview aims to research how well factors affecting to KM adoption 
have been addressed at your company. All the insights provided during 
this interview will be handled confidentially, and the final Thesis will be 
approved by your company before publishing. Based on the insights 
provided, your company should be able to identify main problems and 
challenges that weaken KM adoption and to improve KM adoption among 
the personnel of your company. 
 
Warm up 
 
1. Describe in a few words of your own, what are KM initiatives at [case company] 
about?  
 
 2. Why were they started?   
 3. What are the objectives of these initiatives?   
 4. How do you personally feel about KM initiatives?   
 
Role 
 
5. What is your role with respect to KM?    

 

6. Are KM related tasks your main job, or are you supporting KM in addition to 

other tasks?   

 

7. Do you think that your role has been defined clearly enough with respect to KM 

activities?   

  

8. Did you participate in [case company]’s online KM questionnaire / or have you 

been interviewed since Nov 08 on KM issues in [case company]  ([project name])? 

 

Organization  
 
9. How well do you think the reasons for initiating KM initiatives at [case 

company] have been clarified



 

 
 
10. Do you think employees from the different BUs of [case company] have 

gained shared understanding of the KM purposes, objectives, terms and language 

used at [case company]? 

 

 -Why/why not? 

 

11. How the linkage of KM to real business issues has been evidenced and 

communicated within the company? 

 

 -Has there been enough effort for this? 

 

12. Does [case company]  have a standardized reward system for rewarding 

individuals and groups for positive KM oriented behaviour such as knowledge 

sharing?     

If negative answer: why not?  

 

13. In your opinion, what kind of motivational aids should be provided in order to 

encourage people to share knowledge? 

 

14. Has there been sufficient end-user involvement while developing KM 

initiatives? 

 If positive answer: can end-users also make real impact to the 

development process? 

 If negative answer: Why not? 

 

15. How much effort has been directed towards encouraging commitment to KM 

at employee level? 

 -What has been done? 

 -Has the effort been sufficient?



 

 

16. Do you agree that the current organizational culture supports knowledge 

sharing, openness and collaboration over organizational and geographical 

boundaries?   * 

 -Why/why not? 

-What do you think would be the best methods for triggering cultural 

transformation towards knowledge sharing? 

 

17. Has [case company] applied benchmarking method while developing its KM 

activities? (learning from other companies) 

 

*Organizational culture consists of different values, beliefs, attitudes and working 

methods that characterize the personnel working in a company. 

  

Experiences and challenges of KM adoption at [case company] 

 

18.  How do you rate the overall KM adoption within [case company]? (overall 

strong / regionally strong / in some areas only / in some BUs only / some persons / 

few focal points / generally weak) 

 

19. What do you think are the key reasons why overall adoption of KM activities 

within the personnel at [case company] has been unsatisfactory?  

-How to address these issues? 

-Can you share some lessons learned during you career at [case 

company] / or from past jobs regarding how KM adoption within the 

personnel of the company can be improved?   

 

20. What is your overall opinion how can your company succeed in KM?  

-What do you think is the biggest challenges in the future?  

-Who do you think should act to pre-empt these challenges and how? 



 

-Where / in which area of the company / which job role(s) do you 

expect  

        a) The highest long-term impact of improved KM application? 

         b) The quickest positive impact of improved KM application? 

 

Practical work 

  

21. In your opinion, what are the key reasons why many people think that [case 

company] has not been able to communicate well enough how KM improves 

employees work lives in practice?  

-“I understand the importance of KM in theory but what does it 

really mean for me in practice?” 

 

22. Do you know any part in the company in which taking part in KM activities 

such as knowledge sharing is established as a criterion for employees’ work 

performance evaluation? 

 

23. In your opinion, what kind of employee performance evaluation measures 

should be utilized in order to encourage people to share knowledge? 

 

-How to ensure the quality of the provided content? 

 

24. Has [case company] established any kind of measurement practice for 

monitoring the costs, benefits and business results of its KM initiatives? 

If positive answer: have the measurement results been widely 

communicated? 

 If negative answer: why not? 

 

25. Has [case company] provided any kind of training opportunities for employees 

want need practice regarding KM, KM tools, KM systems and personal KM skills?  

 If positive answer: What kind of training opportunities?



 

 If negative answer: Why not? 

 

26. In your opinion, what are the key reasons why many people think that [case 

company] has not been able to communicate well enough how KM improves 

employees work lives in practice?  

“I understand the importance of KM in theory but what does it really 

mean for me in practice?” 

People 

 

27. Can you identify champions who encourage participation to KM? 

 

28. How has the KM initiatives and the benefits of KM for individuals/groups 

been promoted for the employees of your region / BU / the whole company?   

-Do you think enough effort has been directed towards 

communicating the benefits of KM for individual employees/groups? 

-Do you think that these benefits for individual/groups are evident? 

 

29. Do you think that individuals involved in KM activities are given appropriate 

authority to match their responsibility? (e.g performance measurement or 

management does not discourage this activity) 

 

30. Do you think that employees of [case company] trust each other enough to 

share knowledge? 

 -Can you identify any issues that reduce development of trust 

between employees? 

  -in which areas? 

  -why do you think these problems exist? 

  -how to overcome? 



 

31. What do you think are the main reasons why some employees are reluctant to 

share knowledge with others? 

 -How could this issue be addressed? 

 

32. How has the KM the benefits of KM for individuals/groups been promoted for 

the employees of your region / BU / the whole company?   

 

-Do you think such effort has been directed towards communicating 

the benefits of KM for individuals/groups that the benefits are 

evident? 

 

33. In which ways and how visibly have leaders communicated their commitment 

to KM? 

-Which level do you refer to? (own manager, manager’s manager, 

head of BU, [case company] CxO level, …) 

-In your opinion, what would be the most efficient ways for 

managers to communicate their commitment to KM for employees? 

 

34. In which ways employees are motivated and recognized for taking part in KM 

activities? 

 

Tools  

 

35. Name some tools which you consider being relevant to KM and evaluate the 

usability of these tools.    

 

36. Do you think that appropriate/useful tools, technologies and systems for KM 

have been already provided at [case company]? 

 

37. Do you agree that tools, technologies and systems for KM have been 

promoted well enough?



 

 

38. What do you consider as the most significant problems regarding KM tools or 

systems? 

 

39. Do you have any proposals which additional tools should be provided? What 

for?  

 

Processes 

 

40. Which roles do have processes / process definition for KM? 

 

41. Name some processes / workflows where KM is included or integrated? 

 

Further inquiries 

 

42. Have you heard of any other organization or company that does well in KM? 

 

43. Can you recommend some other potential interviewees? 

 
 
INTERVIEW REGARDING KM ADOPTION AT [CASE COMPANY]   
(SALES PEOPLE) 
 
This interview aims to research how well factors affecting to KM adoption 
have been addressed at your company. All the insights provided during 
this interview will be handled confidentially, and the final Thesis will be 
approved by your company before publishing. Based on the insights 
provided, your company should be able to identify main problems and 
challenges that weaken KM adoption and to improve KM adoption among 
the personnel of your company. 
 

Warm Up 
 
 
1. Have you ever heard about knowledge management (Later: KM) initiatives 

within [case company]?  



 

if positive answer: -Please name as many of them as possible 

 

2. What is your opinion about KM in general / these KM initiatives? 

 -What does KM mean in the context of [case company]? 

  

Role 
 
3. Describe your job role. 

4. What is your official job title? 

5. What are your key tasks?  

 

6. Did you participate in [case company]’s online KM questionnaire / or have you 

been interviewed since Nov 08 on KM issues in [case company] ([project name])? 

 

Organization  
 
7. Do you think employees from the different BUs of [case company] have gained 

shared understanding of the KM purposes, objectives, terms and language used at 

[case company]? 

 

 -Why/why not? 

 

8. How the linkage of KM to real business issues has been evidenced and 

communicated within the company? 

 

 -Has there been enough effort for this? 

 

9. In your opinion, what kind of motivational aids should be provided in order to 

encourage people to share knowledge? 

 

 

10.  Has enough effort been directed towards encouraging commitment to KM at 

employee level? -What has been done?



 

 

11. Do you agree that the current organizational culture supports knowledge 

sharing, openness and collaboration over organizational and geographical 

boundaries?   * 

 -Why/why not? 

-What do you think would be the best methods for triggering cultural 

transformation towards knowledge sharing? 

 

*Organizational culture consists of different values, beliefs, attitudes and working 

methods that characterize the personnel working in a company. 

  

Experiences and challenges of KM adoption at [case company] 

 

12.  How do you rate the overall KM adoption within [case company]? (overall 

strong / regionally strong / in some areas only / in some BUs only / some persons / 

few focal points / generally weak ) 

 

13. What do you think are the key reasons why overall adoption of KM activities 

within the personnel at [case company] has been unsatisfactory?  

-How to address these issues? 

-Can you share some lessons learned during you career at [case 

company] / or from past jobs regarding how KM adoption within the 

personnel of the company can be improved?   

 

14. What is your overall opinion how can your company succeed in KM?  

-What do you think is the biggest challenges in the future?  

-Who do you think should act to pre-empt these challenges and how?  

-Where / in which area of the company / which job role(s) do you 

expect  

        a) The highest long-term impact of improved KM application? 

         b) The quickest positive impact of improved KM application?



 

 

Practical work 

  

15. Do you know any part in the company in which taking part in KM activities 

such as knowledge sharing is established as a criterion for employees’ work 

performance evaluation? 

 

16. In your opinion, what kind of employee performance evaluation measures 

should be utilized in order to encourage people to share knowledge? 

 

-How to ensure the quality of the provided content? 

 

People 

 

17. Can you identify champions who encourage participation to KM? 

 

18. Do you think that employees of [case company] trust each other enough to 

share knowledge? 

 -Can you identify any issues that reduce development of trust 

between employees? 

  -in which areas? 

  -why do you think these problems exist? 

  -how to overcome? 

 

19. What do you think are the main reasons why some employees are reluctant to 

share knowledge with others? 

 -How could this issue be addressed? 

 

20. How has the KM the benefits of KM for individuals/groups been promoted for 

the employees of your region / BU / the whole company?  



 

 

-Do you think such effort has been directed towards communicating 

the benefits of KM for individuals/groups that the benefits are 

evident? 

 

21. In which ways and how visibly have leaders communicated their commitment 

to KM? 

-Which level do you refer to? (own manager, manager’s manager, 

head of BU, [case company] CxO level, …) 

-In your opinion, what would be the most efficient ways for 

managers to communicate their commitment to KM for employees? 

Tools  

 

22. Name some tools which you consider being relevant to KM and evaluate the 

usability of these tools.    

 

23. Do you think that appropriate/useful tools, technologies and systems for KM 

have been already provided at [case company]? 

 

24. Do you agree that tools, technologies and systems for KM have been 

promoted well enough? 

 

25. What do you consider as the most significant problems regarding KM tools or 

systems? 

 

26. Do you have any proposals which additional tools should be provided? What 

for?  

 

Processes 

 

27. Which roles do have processes / process definition for KM?



 

 

28. Name some processes / workflows where KM is included or integrated? 

 

Further inquiries 

 

29. Have you heard of any other organization or company that does well in KM? 

 

30. Can you recommend some other potential interviewees?



 

Appendix 2 – Questionnaire Structure 
 
QUESTIONNAIRE REGARDING KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT 
ADOPTION AT [CASE COMPANY] 
 
Preface 
 
Please spend 10-15 minutes of your time answering to the following questionnaire 
about knowledge management adoption at [case company]. I would appreciate if 
you could answer to all of the proposed questions, but it is not compulsory. All 
answers that you give in this questionnaire are entirely confidential. Unless you 
answer to the last question which is about contact information for further inquiries, 
your answers will also be completely anonymous. I already want to thank you for 
your valuable input. 
 
A) KM people 
 
Your age  (<= 25, 26-35, 36-45, 46-55, >= 56) 

Male / female 

Your organization / your region 

Country of current office location 

Country of origin 

Years in the company (including parent companies) 

Origin ([parent company], [parent company], [case company]) 

 

8. Did you participate in [case company]’s online KM questionnaire / or have you 

been interviewed since Nov 08 on KM issues in [case company] ([project name])? 

 

71.  Have you heard of any other organization or company that does well in KM? 

Please, give example(s). 

 
1. Describe in a few words of your own, what is the KM at [case company]about?  
 
 2. Why is it needed?   
 3. What are the objectives of utilizing it?  
 4. How do you personally feel about KM initiatives?   
 
Please name as many of [case company]’s KM initiatives as possible



 
Role 
 
5. What is your role with respect to the KM initiatives at [case company]?   

 

7. Are KM related tasks your main job, or are you supporting the KM initiatives 

in addition to other tasks?  

 

B) Sales people 

 

Your age  (<= 25, 26-35, 36-45, 46-55, >= 56) 

Male / female 

Your organization / your region 

Country of current office location 

Country of origin 

Years in the company (including parent companies) 

Origin ([parent company], [parent company], [case company]) 

 

10. Did you participate in [case company]’s online KM questionnaire / or have 

you been interviewed since Nov 08 on KM issues in [case company] ([project 

name])? 

 

71.  Have you heard of any other organization or company that does well in KM? 

Please, give example(s). 

 
 
1. Have you ever heard about KM initiatives within [case company]?   

 

2. Please name as many of them as possible 

3. What is your opinion about KM in general / these KM 

initiatives? 

 4. Would you benefit from knowledge sharing between 

organizational units and regions?



 
Role 
 
6. Describe your job role? 

 
FOR ALL 

 

Answer using a 5 point scale: 1=Strongly disagree; 2=Disagree; 3=Neither 

agree of disagree; 4=Agree; 5=Strongly agree 

 

Organization 

 

Organization’s structure of Business Units and regions supports 
interaction and sharing of knowledge over functional and 
geographical boundaries. 

      

KM initiatives within [case company] are oriented towards IT aspects 
rather than people aspects.       

Employees from different functions of [case company] have gained 
shared understanding of KM terms and KM language used within the 
company. 

      

Employees from different functions of [case company] have gained 
shared understanding of purposes and objectives of KM at [case 
company]. 

      

Linkage of KM to real business issues is evident and visibly 
communicated to employees.       

Enough effort has been directed towards the issue of how to 
encourage commitment to KM at employee level.       

There is clear evidence of acting upon individual’s ideas and 
suggestions for improved KM practice in the organization.       

Enough resources have been allocated towards [case company]'s KM 
initiatives.       



 
 
Organizational culture* 
 
Current organizational culture supports knowledge sharing and 
collaboration over organizational and geographical boundaries.       

I possess some unique work relevant knowledge which in my opinion 
might improve my situation, e.g. career development, if I keep it to 
myself and not share it with other colleagues. 

      

The knowledge I possess is critical to my value as an unique employee.       

People and teams get rewarded for what they know and not what 
knowledge they share.       

Sharing knowledge would prevent me for being able to receive credit for 
that knowledge.       

Organizational culture of [case company] tolerates mistakes.       

Organizational culture of [case company] perceives requesting for help 
as a tolerable activity.       

Leaders demonstrate their commitment to KM and set example by 
personally investing time and energy for KM.       

Leaders’ commitment to KM is evident even in a situation when 
problems are encountered.       

Status and recognition are given to groups and individuals taking part in 
KM activities.       

Individuals and groups get rewarded for positive KM oriented behaviour 
such as knowledge sharing.       

I don't mind using knowledge created by others.       

 
In case you don't like using knowledge created by others, what are the reasons for 
this reluctance? 
 
*Organizational culture consists of different values, beliefs, attitudes and working 
methods that characterize the personnel working in a company. 



 
People 
 

I can identify champions who encourage participation to KM.       

The benefits of KM for individual employees are evident.       

Individuals involved in KM activities are given appropriate authority 
to match their responsibility. (e.g. performance measurement or 
management does not discourage this activity) 

      

Employees are encouraged to discuss their work with people in other 
workgroups and BUs.       

Employees feel that they trust others enough to share knowledge.       

Presentations, training and other communication media are used to 
explain and demonstrate the benefits of KM for individuals.       

My line manager would tolerate it if I spent a part of my effective 
working time in KM activities. (e.g. participating to internal 
knowledge sharing community) 

      

 
Practical work 
 
The possibility of taking part in KM activities is complicated because 
I already have tight work schedule and/or have responsibilities in 
other initiatives. 

      

Enough effort has been directed towards the issue of convincing the 
employees about the relevancy of KM and how it would improve their 
daily work routines. 

      

I feel that the time spent with KM activities is not away from my 
effective working time.       

Taking part in KM activities such as knowledge sharing is an 
evaluation criterion for my work performance measurement.       

From the perspective of the current measurement of my work 
performance, I think that there are no negative effects regarding 
spending part of my working time in KM activities. 

      

I think that my personal skill set regarding KM is adequate for my 
current job profile.       

[case company] has provided me training/training opportunities 
regarding KM/KM skills.       

 
Is there any other reasons why you or your colleagues might not be motivated to 
take part in KM activities? What are these reasons? 
 
What do you think are the main reasons why some employees are reluctant to 
share knowledge with others? 



 

Tools and systems 

 

I think that appropriate tools, systems and technologies for KM 
have been provided at [case company].       

I think that tools, systems and technologies for KM have been 
promoted well enough.       

I think that enough training has been provided regarding KM 
systems or tools.       

I think that the usability of KM tools and systems is satisfactory.       

 

Processes 

 

Which roles at [case company] do you know that have KM processes? Please give 

examples. 

 

Do you know processes / work flows within [case company] where KM is 

included or integrated? Please give examples. 

 

Further inquiries 

 

Would you also like to be interviewed regarding KM adoption at [case company]? 

If you do, please provide your contact information. 

 
 
 
 


